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For a curve X over a local or global field K, N&on’s pairing [Ne] is 
defined on Div,(X), and extensions to all of Div(X) are given by 
Arakelov’s Green’s functions [Ar] if K= C. This paper studies Green’s 
pairings induced by a projective embedding and generalizes the notion of 
Green’s pairings from C to more general fields K. Section 1 studies Green’s 
functions on complex varieties under metrics induced by projective 
embeddings and focuses especially on curves, where there is an induced 
pairing. These Green’s functions turn out to have quite explicit descriptions, 
relating to the Hopf bundle and the “chordal distance” on PC. Section 2 
then generalizes this potential theory to arbitrary local or global fields K 
and constructs “Green’s pairings” on curves via the “K-Hopf bundle.” This 
provides a new construction of N&on’s pairing on curves and (in the com- 
plex case) of Arakelov’s pairings under projective metrics. Again, a key 
ingredient is the “chordal distance” on P”, which in the non-archimedean 
case can be interpreted in terms of the order of contact between curves on 
P” over a base curve. This paper is the first of two concerning potential 
theory over local and global fields. The sequel will relate the potential 
theory on curves at non-archimedean places to the intersection theory on 
arithmetic surfaces and develop a functorial “abstract potential theory” 
satisfying an adjunction formula. 
I thank M. Artin, E. Calabi, T. Chinburg, and R. Rumely for helpful 
conversaCions about material in this paper. 
1. POTENTIAL THEORY IN COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE 
This section studies Green’s functions on subvarieties V’ of complex pro- 
jective space, with respect to the Fubini-Study metric. We show that these 
functions, which are solutions to partial differential equations, can in fact 
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be described algebraically. The description has an interpretation in terms of 
the Hopf bundle on V arising from the projective embedding, and in the 
case of hyperplane sections the Green’s functions may be given in terms of 
an explicit distance function which induces the Fubini-Study metric (but 
which is not the geodesic distance). 
In Section 1.1 we discuss this distance function on projective space and 
its relation to Fubini-Study. Section 1.2 uses this discussion to analyze 
Green’s functions associated to complete intersection divisors (i.e., hyper- 
surface sections) on subvarieties V of P”. Section 1.3 discusses the case of 
interest in Arakelov theory, viz. curves. In this case Green’s functions give 
rise to a symmetric “Green’s pairing” between arbitrary divisors having dis- 
joint support, and we show how Green’s pairings with respect to Fubini- 
Study may be described rather explicitly and that in some situations they 
take on log algebraic values. 
The results of this section will motivate the construction of Green’s func- 
tions and Green’s pairings over arbitrary local and global fields in 
Section 2. 
1.1. Fubini-Study Metric and the Chordal Distance Function 
The standard Hermitian metric on P”(C) is the Fubini-Study metric, 
which may be defined as follows. Give C” + ’ the standard Euclidean metric 
ds* = Z dz, @ dij, whose associated (1, 1)-form o = --i Im ds2 is given by 
: C dzj A dFi. Then the (1, 1)-form dd” log 1z12 = $ dalog [zl* descends to a 
well-defined differential form on P”(C) [GH, p. 301, and the Fubini-Study 
metric is the Hermitian metric on P”(C) for which this is the associated 
(1, I)-form. Since the above construction is invariant under the action of 
the unitary group U(n + l), and since the above (1, I)-form at the point 
O=(l :o:...: O)EP”(C) is o= 4 C dw, A dGj (where wO, . . . . W, are 
homogeneous coordinates on P”), the Fubini-Study metric can also be 
characterized as the unique unitarily invariant metric on P”(C) whose 
(1, 1)-form at 0 is o. Alternatively, consider the Hopf fibration 
n: S*“+’ ---f P”(C), where S 2n+ ’ is regarded as the unit sphere in C”+ ‘, and 
the circle bundle rc is the restriction to S2”+’ of the C*-bundle 
C” + ’ - { 0} -+ P”(C). Restricting the Riemannian metric on C” + ’ to S*” + i 
yields a metric on S*” + ’ which then descends to a Riemannian metric on 
P”(C) (cf. [GH, p. 4651). This latter metric is unitarily invariant and is 
given by the form w at the point 0, and hence agrees with the Fubini- 
Study metric as described above. 
Yet another method of obtaining the Fubini-Study metric is as follows: 
to each point P in P”(C), let M, E M, + , (C) be the matrix corresponding 
to the linear transformation of C”+ i given by orthogonal projection onto 
the complex line Lp c C”+’ corresponding to P. Let P”(C),M,+,(C) be 
the Cm-embedding given by P w M,. (Here we identify M,* + ,(C) with the 
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Hermitian inner product space CN, where N= (n+ 1)2, so that lM(‘= 
tr(M*M) for MEM,+,(C).) Then as shown below (Proposition 1.1.3), the 
standard Riemannian metric on M” + ’ (C) induces the Riemannian metric 
on P”(C) associated to Fubini-Study. 
First, for A, BE C”+’ - {0}, define the cosine of the complex angle 
between (the complex lines connecting the origin to) A and B to be 
cos(A, B) = A . B/IA1 1 BI, where . is the standard Hermitian inner product. 
If A, B respectively lie over P, QEP"(C), define (cos(P, Q)l = Jcos(A, B)I. 
Note that this is well defined and that O< Icos(P, Q)l < 1. Also, write 
Isin(P, Q)l = (1 - lcos(P, Q)l’)“‘. Finally, for any PEP”(C), say that a 
choice of homogeneous coordinates (a, : ... : a,) is normalized if IAl = 1, 
where A = (a,, . . . a,) E C” + ‘. Thus A is a point over P on the Hopf bundle. 
1.1.1. LEMMA. (a) Zf P E P"(C), with normalized homogeneous coor- 
dinates (a0 :. . . : a,,), then M, is the matrix (a,Gg)or, B. 
(b) Let &‘={MEM,,+,(C) I M=M*, M2=M, rkM=l}, the 
group of rank 1 Hermitiun idempotents. Then every element of J%? has norm 
1 and truce 1, and MP E 4 for all P E P"(C). 
(c) For P, Q E P"(C), tr(M,Mo) = Icos(P, Q)12. 
Proof: (a) For P as above, let N, be the matrix (a,tip)*,S. Note that 
the ith entry in N, . (a,, . . . . a,,)’ is X,3 u,~~u~ = a,. So N, fixes (a,, . . . . a,), 
and since NP has rank 1 it follows that N, is a projection onto the complex 
line corresponding to P. To show that N, = M,, it suffices to show that the 
image of (Np- 1) is orthogonal to (a,, . . . . a,). Now N, is Hermitian, since 
(NF).,= (NP)PI= (a+~,) = (Np),P. Thus N,- 1 is also Hermitian, and so 
(0 0, ..., u,)Eker(N,-l)=ker(N,-l)*=(im(N,-l))i. Thus N,=M,, 
as asserted. 
(b) If M E ~2’ then IMl = 1 because M is a non-zero idempotent and 
IABI=IAI.IBI for A, BEM,(C). Thus trM=l for ME&Y, since trM= 
tr(M’)= tr(M*M)= IM12= 1. Finally, since M, is a rank 1 orthogonal 
projection, it is immediate that M, E ~2’. 
(c) With respect to normalized coordinates P = (a0 : . : a,,) and 
Q = (b, : . : b,), 
tr(MpMQ) = C (M,M,L = C C (MPLS (MQJBI 
= ($ o,q; 443) 
=(A.B)(B.A) 
= IbNP, Q,l’. I 
481:148,‘2-5 
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On P”(C), define the chordal distance function by p(P, Q) = 
,I& la,b,-ajbil, if P=(a,:...:a,) and Q=(h,,:...:b,), in normalized 
coordinates. (Cf. also [Ru, Section 1.11.) This terminology is justified by 
the following result, which says that up to a constant, this distance is the 
length of the chord joining the images of P and Q in M,, I(C). 
1.1.2. PROPOSITION. Let P, QEP”(C). Then IM,-M,12=2 Isin(P, Q)l’ 
= Mf’, Q)‘, andso IM,--M,I =&p(P, Q). 
Proof: Choose normalized coordinates (a,, : . . : a,) and (b, : . . : b,) for 
P and Q, respectively. Then 
IM,--M,I’=tr(M,-M,)* (MP-Me) 
= tr(M, + M, - M,M, - M,M,) 
= 2 - 2 tr(M,M,) 
=2-2 Icos(P, Q)l’ 
= 2 Isin(P, Q)l 2. 
And since the coordinates have been normalized, 
(sin(P, Q)12 = 1 - (cos(P, Q)l’ 
=(T lai12)(T lh,l’)-(7 a.h,)($ a,hi) 
=(E Iail ibj12)-(T Iail’ ibi2)-(~ialdihlbi) 
= z, [ail2 lbjl’)-(& ‘i’jbibj) 
= c (a,b,- ajbi)(G,ei- Gjhj 
i<j > 
= C Jaibi-a,bi12 
i < j
= p(P, Q,‘. 
So IMP - M,I = J&U’, Qi I 
1.1.3. PROPOSITION. Consider the Riemannian metric on P”(C) obtained 
by pulling back the standard Riemannian metric on C”, via the embedding 
P”(C) 4 CN. Then the associated Hermitian metric on P”(C) is equal to twice 
the Fubini-Study metric. 
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Proof. A Hermitian metric ds 2 is determined by the corresponding 
Riemannian metric Re ds2 [GH, p. 281, and that metric on the Euclidean 
space M, + i(C) is C (dx,, 0 dx,, + dymp 0 dyzp), where zap = xmp + iymB. 
Now there is a unique pullback of this Riemannian metric to P”(C) which 
preserves inner products [BC, p. 132, item 33, viz. 2 1 (dx,@dx, + 
dy.i @ dy,), where zi = xj + iy,. The corresponding Hermitian metric has 
associated (1, 1 )-form i C dz, A dz,, which is twice that of the Fubini-Study 
metric. 1 
From this we obtain yet another construction of Fubini-Study: 
1.1.4. COROLLARY. The chordal distance function on P”(C) induces the 
Fubini-Study metric. 
Proof Immediate from 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. 1 
Note that the chordal distance function is not the same as the geodesic 
distance function induced by FubiniiStudy; they only agree infinitesimally. 
On the Riemann sphere P’(C), the chordal distance between P and Q is 
equal to the length of the chord in R3 connecting P and Q, if P’(C) is 
embedded as a round sphere in R3 of diameter 1. In general, there is also 
the following interpretation: 
1.1.5. PROPOSITION. (a) Let P, Q E P”(C), let A E S2”+’ lie ouer P, and 
let L, be the complex line in C”” 1 corresponding to Q. Then p(P, Q) is 
equal to the distance from A to L, in C”+‘. 
(b) Thus P” has diameter 1, relative to p. 
Proof (a) By transitivity of the isometry group, we may assume 
Q = (1 : 0 : .. . : 0). Let P = (a, : ... : a,,) and A = (a,, . . . . a,), so that the 
orthogonal projection of A onto Lo is A’= (a,, 0, . . . . 0). Then the distance 
from A to Lo is (A- A’( = I(0, a,, . . . . a,)1 =p(P, Q). 
(b) For any P, Q E P”(C), the origin 0 lies on Lo, and so by part 
(a) we have p(P,Q)<lA-01=1. Also, if P=(l :O:...:O) and 
Q = (0 : ... : 0 : l), then p(P, Q) = 1. So the diameter equals 1. 1 
More generally, we have 
1.1.6. COROLLARY. Let XcC”+’ be a vector subspace and let 
A E S”‘+ ‘, and let H c P”(C) and P E P”(C) be their images in projective 
space. Then the distance from P to H in P”(C) (i.e., min{ p(P, Q) 1 Q E H}) 
is equal to the distance from A to X in C”+ I. 
Proof Immediate from 1.1.5(a), since the distance from ,4 to X is equal 
to the minimum distance from A to Lo, where Q ranges over the points 
ofH. 1 
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If F is a homogeneous polynomial in zO, . . . . z,, and A E S2”+ ’ c C”+’ lies 
above P E P”(C), we define (F( (P) = 1 F( A ) 1. Given P, this is independent of 
the choice of A. Also, if F has degree d and P = (a0 : . . : a,), then (FI (P) = 
IF(a,, . ..> a,,)l/l(a,, . . . . a,)ld. 
1.1.7. PROPOSITION. Let H be a complex hyperplane in P”(C), defined by 
the vanishing of a linear form F= C:=, xjzj, normalized so that 
1 (a,, . . . . cc,,)1 = 1. Then for P E P”(C), the distance from P to H is equal to 
IFI (PI. 
Proof After composing with an isometry, we may assume that F= zO. 
Write P = (a, : . . . : a,) in normalized coordinates, and let A = (a,, . . . . a,). 
By 1.1.6, the distance from P to H is equal to the distance from A to 
X:z,=O in CR+‘. The closest point on X to A is A’= (0, a,, . . . . a,,), and so 
the latter distance is IA - A’1 = laoI = IFI (P), as claimed. 1 
1.2. Green’s Functions in Complex Projective Space 
Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n. Recall that a (p, p) 
current on A4 is a linear functional on the space A:-P*n-p(M) of com- 
pactly supported (n -p, n - p) forms. Note that any compactly supported 
(p, p) form w on M can be regarded as a (p, p) current, via 
Given a submanifold Nc A4 of codimension p, there is an induced (p, p) 
current TN. Namely, TN is the linear functional on AFpP, “-P(M) given by 
Extending by linearity, we obtain for any codimension p cycle 2 an 
induced (p, p)-current Tz. 
Note that if M is compact and N is as above, then by Poincare duality 
there is a (p, p) form oN which is dual to N, i.e., such that for all closed 
(n -p, n - p) forms f$, 
Thus w = TN as a (p, p) current. 
Now suppose that M is compact and that w is the (1, 1) form on A4 
corresponding to a Kahler metric. Then we will define a Green’s function 
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associated to a divisor H on the hermitian manifold (M, o) to be a func- 
tion g on A4 satisfying the identity of currents 
(l/~i) &?g = T, - rw (*I 
for some real number r. 
If H is a divisor such that T, - YO is homologous to zero for some r E R 
(as is the case for all H if dim M= l), then an associated Green’s function 
may be constructed by means of the Green’s operator, as in [GH, p. 169 
or GS, Section 1.21. Also, by the Poincare-Lelong equation [GH, p. 3881, 
g is a Green’s function for H if and only if 
(i) for every open set Ii c M and local equation f~ O(U) for H, 
g + log Ifi extends to a C “-function on ZJ; and 
(ii) g satisfies the equation a(;g = --YO as functions on M - H, for 
some real number Y. 
If g is a Green’s function for H on (M, o), then by (i) the function 
G = exp( -g) extends to a C “-function on M (vanishing on H). We call 
the extension of G to a function on M a multiplicative Green’s function 
associated to H on (M, u). 
1.2.1. PROPOSITION. Let (M, O) be a compact Kahler manifold of dimen- 
sion n, and g a Green’s function for a hypersurface H. Then g is unique up 
to adding a constant, and the value of r in (*) is 
1 volume H 
n volume M’ 
Proof The first assertion follows from the second, for if g, g* are two 
Green’s functions, then (by (i)) g-g* extends to a Cm-function on M 
whose Laplacian is zero; since M is compact, this forces g-g* to be 
constant. 
To prove the second assertion, observe that (*) says that for any 
#EA”- l,n- ‘(M), 
The integrand on the left-hand side is equal to (l/xi) &?g A 4, because the 
metric is Kahler; so the left-hand side equals 0, by Stokes’ theorem. In 
particular, setting 4 = unpl (the (n - 1)th exterior power of o) and using 
the fact that the volume forms on M and H are (l/n!) mn and 
(l/(n- l)!)o”~‘, respectively (by the Wirtinger theorem [GH, p. 31 I), we 
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obtain (n - 1 )! (vol H) = r. n! (vol M). Thus r = (l/n)(vol H)/(vol M), as 
claimed. l 
1.2.2. LEMMA. Let f: Nq M be a holomorphic embedding of complex 
mantfolds and let H be a hypersurface in M such that f ~ ‘(H) is a hypersur- 
face in N. Let g be a Green’s function for H on M, relative to some Kahler 
metric on M. Then f *g = go f is a Green’s function for f-‘(H) on N, 
relative to the induced metric on N. 
Proof Say dimM=m and dim N=n. Let o be the (1, 1) form on M 
corresponding to the hermitian metric. Thus the pullback of w to N is the 
(1, 1) form corresponding to its hermitian metric [GH, p. 291. 
We are given that for any QEA~~~,‘+‘(M), 
for appropriate r, and we want to show that for any q E A”- ‘3 HP r(N), 
jN (W)(~&) * ul= C,,, r - 5, rm A YI. 
(1) 
(2) 
Now, as above, by Poincare duality there is an (m -n, m -n) form y and 
a (1, 1) form a whose induced currents are T, and T,, respectively. ‘That 
is, they are dual to N and H, respectively-i.e,, for all closed (n, n) forms 
(T and all closed (m - 1, m - 1) forms z, 
I I CT= YAa and s s T= a A T. N M H M 
And since H and N intersect properly, c( A y is the (m - n + 1, m - n + 1) 
form whose induced current is T,, N. 
So given an ~EA”~‘.“-’ (N), let $=y~\. Thus JH~=jlCI~~#= 
jHn N q. Similarly, the left-hand sides of (1) and (2) are equal, as are the 
second terms on the right-hand sides of (1) and (2). Thus (2) follows from 
(1). I 
1.2.3. PROPOSITION. Let N be a complete non-singular variety together 
with a choice of Kahler metric co. For each Cartier divisor D on N such that 
TD is homologous to a real multiple of w, let g, = g,, N, w be a Green’s 
function for D on (N, co), so that g, is determined up to a constant. This 
assignment satisfies the following properties: 
(a) g, is a Weil function for D; i.e., tf P is a point on the support of 
D and f is a rational function on N which is a local equation for D at P, then 
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g, + log ) f) extends to a locally bounded continuous function on an affine 
neighborhood of P. 
(b) Given (N, o) and two such divisors C and D on N, we have 
gC+D=gC+gD, modulo constant functions. 
(c) If D is numerically equivalent to zero, then g, depends only on D 
and N, and not on the hermitian metric. 
(d) If D = (f) is linearly equivalent to zero, then g, is given by 
g,(P) = -log 1 f (P)(, modulo constant functions. 
(e) Let p: N--f A4 be a morphism of projective varieties, and let D be 
a divisor on A4 which is algebraically equivalent to zero, such that 
C= p-‘(D) is a divisor on N. Then g e, N = gD3 ,,,, 0 u modulo constant func- 
tions (where the Green’s functions are with respect to any choices of metric). 
Proof (b) Immediate from the definition of Green’s function. 
(c) Since D is numerically equivalent to zero, by Proposition 1.2.1, 
gD, M, u satisfies the differential equation (l/xi) &?g = T, on M, and this is 
independent of the embedding. 
(d) Write D = D’ - D”, where D’ and D” are the divisors of zeroes and 
of poles of F. Applying the Poincare-Lelong equation [GH, p. 3881 to f and 
f-‘on(N-suppD”)and(N-s~ppD’),wefindthat(i/~)adlog(f(=T~. 
But by the proof of (c) above, this equals (l/rci) &?g,. So (d) follows. 
(a) The divisor C = (f) on N has Green’s function g, = -log ) f 1 by 
part (d), and P is not on the support of D - C. Thus g, + log If) = 
g, - g, = g,_ =, which is C 5 in a neighborhood of P. 
(e) Since D and hence C are algebraically equivalent to zero, by (c), 
the Green’s functions g,, ,,, and g,, N are independent of the choice of 
metric, and respectively satisfy the differential equation (l/xi) dag = TD on 
M, and (l/rci) sag = TC on N. Pulling back the first of these equations to 
N shows that g,, Mop also satisfies the latter, and hence this pullback 
agrees with g,, modulo constants (the difference being harmonic). 1 
Note in particular that for divisors D which are algebraically equivalent 
to zero on some projective variety N, the function g,, n (which is well 
defined, independent of any metric or embedding by (c)) is a N&on func- 
tion for D on N-i.e., the assignment D +-+ g,, D satisfies the above proper- 
ties (a), (b), (d), (e). Moreover, the N&on function is unique up to 
constants, by [La, Chap. 11, Theorem 3.11. 
Note also that, while Green’s functions are only determined up to adding 
a constant, they can be normalized so that the above properties (a)-(e) 
hold, by using the normalization such that jN g dp = 0. 
We now turn our attention to the case of Green’s functions in projective 
space : 
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1.2.4. PROPOSITION. Let F be a homogeneous form defining a hypersur- 
face H in I’“. Then a multiplicative Green’s function for H, relative to the 
Fubini-Study metric, is given by GH( P) = (Fj (P). 
Proof: We want to show that if P = (a0 : . . . : a,) in coordinates which 
are not necessarily normalized and F is of degree r, then G,(P) = 
Ma 0, .-, a,)lICC lai121r’* . is a multiplicative Green’s function. Namely, on 
the open set U, we have (i/x) 8 log G,(P) = (i/n) 8 log IF(w,, . . . . w,)l - 
(ri/x) 8 log[C l~~1*]“~. H ere, the first term is equal to Tu, by the 
Poincart-Lelong equation [GH, p. 3881, applied to U,. The second term 
is equal to (r/x)w, where w is the (1, I)-form corresponding to Fubinii 
Study (cf. Section 1.1). So (i/n) aa log G, = T, - (r/z)o, as claimed. 
Note that the value of r in the above proof, combined with Proposition 
1.1.1, implies the well-known fact that the volume of a hypersurface in P” 
is proportional to its degree, viz., 
vol H = n(deg H)(vol P”). 
1.2.5. COROLLARY. If H is a hyperplane in P”, the function 
G(P) = distance from P to H 
is a multiplicative Green’s function on P” for H. 
Proof: By 1.2.4 and 1.1.7. 1 
By Lemma 1.2.2, the Fubini-Study metric and Green’s functions on 
P”(C) induce a Hermitian metric and associated Green’s functions on sub- 
varieties. Here, two subvarieties are isometric if and only if they are 
unitarily equivalent-i.e., there is an isometry of P”(C) (given by a unitary 
transformation) taking one to the other. 
If D is a hypersurface on a subvariety N of P”, call D a complete intersec- 
tion hypersurface on N (relative to the given embedding of N in P”) if 
D = H n N for some hypersurface H in P”. Equivalently, D is a complete 
intersection hypersurface if and only if there is a homogeneous form F such 
that D is defined by the vanishing of F on N. Let CDiv(N) be the group 
of divisors on N (the complete intersection divisors) generated by the 
complete intersection hypersurfaces relative to the given embedding in 
projective space. 
1.2.6. THEOREM. Say that D is a complete intersection hypersurface on 
NcP”, with D defined on N by the homogeneous form F. Then 
G(P) = 1 FI (P) is a multiplicative Green’s function for D on N (relative to the 
metric on N inducedfrom P”(C)). 
Proof: By 1.2.2 and 1.2.4. 1 
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Note that if D is a divisor on N c P” such that some multiple rD (r E Z, 
r # 0) is a complete intersection hypersurface, then Theorem 1.2.6 gives a 
formula for a multiplicative Green’s function for D on N, viz. 
G(P) = IF(P)I . ilr More genera 11 y , define the group of Q-divisors QDiv(N) 
to be Div(N) oZ Q and define the group of complete intersection 
Q-divisors QCDiv(N) to be CDiv(N) Oz Q. Thus 1.2.6 gives a formula for 
a multiplicative Green’s function on D for all DE QCDiv(N). 
Observe that by 1.2.6, multiplicative Green’s functions for complete 
intersection hypersurfaces H on N c P” actually arise from complex valued 
functions on the Hopf bundle. Namely, if H is defined by a form F, then 
G, is the (descent o N of) the absolute value of the function F on the total 
space of the Hopf tibration. 
1.3. Green’s Pairings on Complex Projective Curves 
Let X be a smooth complex curve, with a given Hermitian metric (which 
is necessarily Kahler). Then Green’s functions exist for all divisors on X, 
and Arakelov showed that the Green’s functions may be normalized so as 
to give a symmetric function on pairs of distinct points of X: 
1.3.1. PROPOSITION [Ar]. Let X be a smooth complete complex curve 
with Hermitian metric dp. Then there is a continuous map g: X(C) x 
X(C) - A -+ R such that g(P, Q) = g(Q, P) and such that for every 
P E X(C), the map Q F-+ g(P, Q) is a Green’s function for P on X, relative 
to dp. Moreover, given (X, dp), the pairing g is unique up to adding a 
constant. 
Indeed, Arakelov showed that if c E R, and if for each point P E X(C) the 
Green’s function g, for P is normalized by demanding that 
+x lx sp(Q) 44Q) = c, 
then we may take g( P, Q) = g+,(Q). M oreover, his proof shows that each 
such g arises in this fashion and that any two such pairings (coming from 
different choices of constants, say c and c’) differ by a constant (viz. c’ - c). 
We will call g a Green’s pairing on X, relative to the metric dp, and we 
will call G = exp( -g) a multiplicative Green’s pairing. 
Remarks. (a) Arakelov chose to normalize the volume form on X by 
setting vol X = 1 and to normalize g by taking the above constant c = 0. 
But these particular choices are unnecessary, and for Xc P” the natural 
volume is not 1, but rather it is proportional to the degree of X. So here 
we prefer to allow more arbitrary choices for these constants. 
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(b) If g and g’ are Green’s pairings for metrics dp and d,u’, then 
according to Arakelov [Ar, Proposition 3.21 there is a continuous function 
t: X(C) + R such that 
g’(P> Q) = g(P, Q, + z(P) + r(Q). (*I 
Also, his proof shows that if g is a Green’s pairing with respect o dpO and 
r: X(C) + R is continuous, then the bilinear pairing g’ given by (*) is a 
Green’s pairing with respect to another metric, viz. d,ul = dp, - (l/xi) &3jY 
Arakelov showed his result [Ar, Proposition 3.21 subject to his choice of 
normalization constants, but it easily carries over in general. 
Using bilinearity, we may extend g to a function on pairs (01, &) of 
Q-divisors on X having disjoint support. This pairing is again symmetric, 
and for any divisor D the function g D: P H g(D, P) is clearly a Green’s 
function for D on X under the given metric (cf. Section 1.2 above). 
Similarly, writing G = exp( -g), we have that G, = exp( -gD) is a multi- 
plicative Green’s function for D on X. 
Recall [La, Chap. 11, Theorem 3.61 that on a complete non-singular 
curve X there is a unique N&on height pairing-i.e., a bilinear symmetric 
pairing on divisors of degree 0 having disjoint supports, such that 
if D = (f) is principal then (D, C) = -log If(C)1 (where f(C) = 
Ilf(Pi)KIf(Qj) if C=IE Pi-C QjL and such that PM (D, Q-P) is a 
locally bounded continuous function on X- supp D for all divisors D of 
degree 0 and all points Q. This is related to the Nkron pairing ( , ) on an 
abelian variety A, which is the unique translation invariant bilinear pairing 
Div(A ) x Z,X- A + R (on pairs of divisors and zero cycles of degree 0 
having disjoint support) such that ((f), Z) = -log IfI (2) for rational 
functions f and such that P + (D, P - P,) is locally bounded on A(C) - 
(supp D), for fixed DED~~(A) and P,EX(C)- (supp D) [Ne, Chap. II, 
Theorem 1; La, Chap. 11, Theorem 2.21. Namely, let A be the Jacobian of 
a curve X, and let c(: Xcr A be a choice of Albanese map. If D E Div(A) is 
algebraically equivalent to zero and g*(D) has support disjoint from that 
of ZE 2,X, then the N&on pairings on A and X are related by 
(D, a(Z)) = (a*(D), Z) [La, Chap. 11, proof of Theorem 3.61. 
1.3.2. COROLLARY. If X is a smooth complete complex curve, then the 
restriction of a Green’s pairing g to divisors of degree 0 is independent of the 
choice of Hermitian metric and is independent of the choice of constant of 
normalization of g. Moreover, this restriction agrees with the N&on pairing 
on x. 
Proof: The independence of choice of metric follows from 1.2.3(c), and 
since g,(P - Q) = gD(P) -g,(Q), the restriction to pairs of degree 0 
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divisors is independent of the choice of normalizing constant for g,. Since 
g is bilinear, symmetric, and continuous and since g&P) = -log lf(P)l, 
these properties carry over to the restriction, and hence the uniqueness of 
the Neron pairing implies that these pairings must be equal. 1 
If X is a smooth complete complex curve, then there is a natural Her- 
mitian inner product on the space HO(X, Q’) of holomorphic differentials, 
given by 
(w,o’)= .r co AW’. X 
Let 0 1, . . . . og be an orthonormal basis for H’(X, Sz’) (where g = genus X), 
and consider the (1, 1 )-form dp = (i/2g) C=, oj A Oj. This corresponds to 
the canonical metric on X, and there is an Arakelov-theoretic adjunction 
formula [ Ar, Theorem 4.1; Ch, Proposition 4.11 and a Riemann-Roth for- 
mula [Fa, Theorem 31 with respect o the induced Green’s pairing g, the 
canonical Green’s pairing on X. Identifying H’(X, $2’) with H’(A, Q’), the 
canonical (1, 1 )-form dp on X corresponds to a (1, 1 )-form on A, which we 
also denote by dp. Thus dp is translation invariant on A, and is homologous 
to the current To for any theta-divisor 0 on A. So a divisor D on A has 
an associated Green’s function relative to dp if and only if D is homologous 
(or algebraically equivalent) to a real multiple of 0. In the case that 0 
generates homology, the condition on D is vacuous, and we have the 
following partial generalization of the equality given just before 1.3.2: 
1.3.3. PROPOSITION. Let X be a smooth complete complex curve, and let 
g be the canonical Green’s pairing on X. Let A be the Jacobian of X, let 
IX: X 4 A be the Albanese map, and let ( , ) be the N&on pairing on A. If 
the N&on-Severi group NS(A) = Div(A)/Div,(A) has rank 1 (which is the 
case for generic X and for all elliptic curves), then 
CD, 4Z) > = g(@*P), 3 (*I 
for all DeDiv(A) such that a*D has support disjoint from that of ZEZ,X. 
Proof Since NS(A) has rank 1, any DE Div(A) has a Green’s function 
g, on A, relative to dp. Here g, is well defined up to a constant, and 
g,(Z) is uniquely determined if Z E Z, X has support disjoint from that of 
D. Moreover, the map D N g, (modulo constants) is translation invariant 
and satisfies the properties listed in 1.2.3. Thus the pairing 
Div(A)xZ,(A)-A-+R, (D, 2) ++ g,(Z) 
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between divisors and zero cycles of degree 0 halving disjoint support must 
equal the Neron pairing on A. 
Now by Lemma 1.2.2, Q H g,(cr(Q)) . IS a Green’s function for cc*(D) on 
X with respect o the canonical metric. Since Q H g(cc*(D), Q) is also such 
a Green’s function, it follows that these must differ by a constant and thus 
agree as functions on Z,X- (supp D). So indeed, (D, cc(Z)) = g,(a(Z)) = 
d@*(D), Z). I 
Remarks. (a) The conclusion of 1.3.3 does not hold for arbitrary D 
without the assumption on the N&on-Severi group. Namely, according to 
Manin [Ma, pp. 336-3371, there are elliptic curves v. together with 
two-to-one branched covering maps $i: V, ---f Pi (i= 1,2), such that the 
following holds: Let D, = 4,: ‘(cc ), let V be the normalization of V, x ,,I V, 
(so V is a curve of genus two), and let pi: V+ 6 be the natural projection 
maps. Then p,-‘(D,) and pr’(D,) are equal to the same divisor D on V, 
but the pullbacks to V of the Ntron functions associated to D, and D, 
do not agree (even up to a constant). From this example of Manin, we 
construct the desired counterexample as follows: Let A be the Jacobian of 
V, and let c(: V-+ A be a choice of Albanese map. Then pi induces a map 
qi: A -+ Jac( Vi) = Vi, and so pi = qio CI. Let 0: = q;‘(D,), so that D’, and 0; 
have the same pullback to V. Then the N&on function of Di on V, pulls 
back to the N&on function of D,f on A, because of the functoriality of 
N&on functions with respect o homomorphisms of abelian varieties. Thus 
a -‘(D,) = D for i= 1,2, and yet the N&on functions of D, and D2 have 
distinct pullbacks to V. So (Dl, M(Z)) and (D2, cl(Z)) cannot both be 
equal to g(D, Z), for arbitrary D, Z as in 1.3.3. Thus the identity (*) 
cannot hold in general. 
(b) The comments prior to 1.3.3 do suggest he possibility that if D 
is a theta divisor on A, then (*) might hold. Cf. also remarks following 
2.3.10. 
We now restrict to the case of Xc P” under the Fubini-Study metric and 
show how Theorem 1.2.6 can be used to obtain a rather explicit expression 
for the induced Green’s pairing on X. Let G = exp( -8) be a multiplicative 
Green’s pairing (which is unique up to a constant). Then we first describe 
G,, for D a Q-complete intersection divisor and, afterwards (Proposition 
1.3.9), do this for a more general Q-divisor D. 
1.3.4. PROPOSITION. Let X he a smooth curve in P" and let 
DE QCDiv(X), say with rD E Div(X) defined by a homogeneous form F. 
Then there is a constant k(F) > 0 such that G, is given by 
G,(f’)=k(FNlFI (P))“: 
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Proof. Immediate from the above, Theorem 1.2.6, and Proposi- 
tion 1.2.1. 1 
The various constants k(F) may be determined up to a single constant 
k (which depends upon the particular choice of g): 
1.3.5. PROPOSITION. Let XC P” he a smooth curve, and let D, be a com- 
plete intersection divisor, say defined by the homogeneous form F,. Then 
there is a positive constant k such that for all DEQCD~V(X), if F is a 
homogeneous form defining the divisor rD, then 
k(F)=kCdegD) IF01 (D)/(FI (D,). 
Proof We claim that k = k(F,) suffices. To see this, write D, = C n,P,, 
and D = 1 mjQI. Also write n = C ni, m = C mi. By symmetry, 
g(D,, D)=g(D, D,), and so k” n IF01 (Q,)“J= k(F)” n IFJ (P,)“, So the 
result follows. 1 
We wish to extend this result to the case of general D. So put the /,-norm 
on the Q-vector space QDiv X. That is, identify QDiv(X) with the 
Q-vector space spanned by the points of X and set Ix a,P,l I = C Iail. Thus 
for an effective divisor D E Div(X) c QDiv V, I DI = deg D. Then we have 
1.3.6. LEMMA. QCDiv X is I,-dense in QDiv X 
Proof: Let DE QDiv(X). We wish to show that D may be arbitrarily 
well approximated by elements of QCDiv(X). It suffices to show this in the 
case that D is an effective divisor of degree s b 1. Let g be the genus of X, 
let d be the degree of X in P”, and let H be a hyperplane section. Thus H 
defines a divisor of degree d on X. Then for n > 0, D, = ndgD - (n - 1) sgH 
has degree ndgs - (n - 1) dgs = dgs 2 g. Thus by the Riemann-Roth 
theorem, H’(D,) #O, and the linear system ID,1 is non-empty. Let E, be 
an element of this linear system, i.e., an effective divisor linearly equivalent 
to D,. Then I E,I , = deg E, = dgs. Let F, = ndgD - E,. Thus F, is linearly 
equivalent to (n - 1) sgH, and hence lies in CDiv(X). Hence D - (l/ndg) E, 
lies in QCDiv(X), where (l/ndg) E, has I,-norm dgs/ndg=s/n. Since n is 
arbitrary, this proves density. 1 
To use the above result, we need to extend by continuity. Unfortunately, 
G,(P) does not vary well with D, because of vanishing along the support 
of D. For example, for any point P, we have that rP+O as r +O, but 
G,,(P) = 0 which does not approach G,(P) = 1. So instead we use an 
auxiliary function qD, which does not vanish. Namely, if D = C ajQj is a 
Q-divisor on a projective curve Xc P& define the distance function p. by 
pD(P) = n p(Qi, P)“‘, and set ylo = G,/p,: X(C) - (supp D) + R. 
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1.3.7. LEMMA. (a) For any divisor D, the function nr, = Gulp, extends 
to a continuous positive valued function X(C) + R. 
(b) For P, Q E X, let n(P, Q) = nr(Q). Then n: X x X + R is a 
continuous symmetric positive-valued function, and there exists k > 1 such 
thatfor all P, QeX, k-‘<n(P,Q)<k. 
Proof (a) By linearity, we may assume D = P, a single point. Let t be 
a local parameter on X at P. On a punctured neighborhood of P, we may 
write rip(Q) = (Gp(Q)llt(Q)I)(lt(Q)llp(P, Q)). Here GP/14 extends to a 
non-vanishing function on a neighborhood of P, by Section 1.2. We 
claim that the same is true for Itl/pP. Namely, after making a unitary 
change of variables and adjusting the choice of parameter t, we may 
assume that P = (1 : 0 : . . : 0), that the tangent line to X at P is 
given by zz = ... =z,=O, and that t=z,/z,. Thus for QEX(C) with 
normalized coordinates (b, : . . : h,), we have I4 (QYdP, Q)= I~,l/lhd . 
I(b 1, . ..1 b,,)l --f 1 as Q + P. So indeed qp extends to a global non-vanishing 
function, which is positive since G and p are. 
(b) If P # Q then n(P, Q) = q(Q, P), since p and G are symmetric. 
Thus ye is a symmetric, positive function on Xx X. Moreover, qp is 
continuous for each point P, and by symmetry the function P H n(P, Q) 
is continuous for each Q. Since X(C) is compact, it follows that q is 
continuous and that k ~ ’ < n( P, Q) < k for some k > 1. m 
Let Fun(X) be the Q-vector space of continuous functions f: X(C) + R, 
under pointwise addition, together with the sup norm. As above, regard 
QDiv(X) as a Q-vector space, under the /,-norm. 
1.3.8. LEMMA. The homomorphism QDiv(X) + Fun(X) given by 
D H -log no is continuous. 
Proof In order to show that a homomorphism is continuous, it is 
sufficient to show that it is a bounded linear map. 
If D =C niP,E QDiv(X) with IDI =d, then for all QEX(C), q,(Q) = 
r’I v(f’i, QY: and so kpd< Iv,(Q)1 <kd (with k as in the above lemma). 
Thus ) -log ~~1 < (log k) IDJ, showing that the homomorphism is indeed 
bounded. 1 
1.3.9. THEOREM. Let Xc P” be a smooth curve and fix a homogeneous 
form F, defining a divisor D,. Then the multiplicative Green’s pairing G on 
X (relative to the embedding) may be normalized so that 
(a) Zf E E QCDiv(X) with rE a hypersurface defined by a form F, then 
the constant k(F) in 1.3.2 is equal to IF,,1 (D)/(FI (D,). Thus the multi- 
plicative Green’s function G, = [ IF01 (D)/l F] (DO)] (FI ‘I’. 
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(b) Zf D E QDiv(X), then the Green’s function is given by 
G,=( lim GE), E-D 
Et QCDiv(X) 
where G, is given as in (a). 
Proof This follows from the results 1.3.5-1.3.8. 1 
1.3.10. EXAMPLE. We describe Green’s functions in the case that X is a 
plane cubic and show in particular that G(P, Q) is an algebraic number 
provided that X, P, Q are all defined over some number field and P is a 
torsion point. 
We consider an elliptic curve Xc P2 in Weierstrass form, y2z = 
x3 + c2xz2 + c3z3. Thus the identity with respect to the group law is the 
point 0 = (0 : 1 : 0) at infinity. Let H be the hyperplane at co, given by 
z = 0. Thus the divisor of H is 3 . 0, and a multiplicative Green’s function 
for H is given by G,(P) = 1~1, if P has normalized coordinates (a : b : c). 
Thus a multiplicative Green’s function for 0 is G,(P) = ICI ‘j3, for P as 
above. Taking the form F, in 1.3.9 to be z, the multiplicative Green’s 
pairing is normalized so that G(0, P) = G,(P). 
For any hyperplane H’ given by a linear form F = CLX + by + yz, a multi- 
plicative Green’s function for F is given by 1 F1 (P) = lcta + pb + ycl for P as 
above, and so GH(0) = /I. Solving for the three points Pi of H’ n C and 
using GH(0) = JJ G&P,), we may find the constant k such that 
G,, = kG,. This yields GH, explicitly. Note that if the coefficients of F and 
the coordinates of P are algebraic, then so is IE;l (P); and hence so is 
G,<(P), provided that X is defined over the algebraic numbers. 
If P is a torsion point of X, the divisor P can be written as a rational 
sum of hyperplane sections of X, say C ocjHj. Thus the Green’s function G, 
of Hi is given explicitly as in the previous paragraph, and G, = n Gy. For 
example, suppose that X is the curve given in inhomogeneous coordinates 
by y* = x3 - x. A Green’s function for the point 0 = (0 : 1 : 0) at cc is given 
by (2/(jx12+ ~x3-x~++ 1)) . l/6 From this, we find that a Green’s function 
forthetorsionpoint P,=(O:O: 1)is (2/(~~~~+~x~-x~~+l))~‘~Jx~“*,and 
that a Green’s function for the point P, = (1 : 0 : 1) is Ix - 1) “*/21’12( (xl2 + 
1x3-x12+ 1)“6. 
In general, suppose that X and P are defined over some number field. 
Then we may write P = C cc,H, with each H, defined over the algebraic 
numbers, and as seen above we have that G(P, Q) is algebraic for all points 
Q on X which are defined over a number field. 
Finally, given an arbitrary Q E C, we may find G, as follows: Using the 
group law, find the points Qi = (-2)’ Q, and let Hi be the tangent line 
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through Qi. Thus the divisor of Hi is 2Qi+ Qi+, , and for any Y > 0 the 
divisor ofJ,:=x:J=, (-1)‘2-‘-‘H, is Q+(-2))‘Qr+,. Thus J,-Q in 
the I, norm on the space of Q-divisors. Above, the multiplicative Green’s 
function Gi for Hi was described explicitly, and we then have 
c;,=fj Cl’, where n,=(-1)‘2-‘~‘. 
i=o 
2. POTENTIAL THEORY ON PROJECTIVE ARITHMETIC CURVES 
This section generalizes Section 1 to arbitrary local and global fields and 
considers “potential theoretic” Green’s functions and Green’s pairings over 
such fields. Subsections 2.1 and 2.2 correspond to 1.1 and 1.2, and we use 
the earlier results to motivate our definitions here. The heart of this section 
is 2.3, where we construct Green’s pairings on curves, defined on arbitrary 
disjoint divisors, without benefit of PDEs. This also provides a new con- 
struction of N&on’s pairing on curves. While we emphasize Green’s 
pairings arising from projective embeddings, we also prove a more general 
existence result. Section 2.4 then shows that there is an induced global pairing 
which satisfies properties similar to those of intersection pairings. 
2.1. Projective Geometry over Local Fields 
Let K be a local field, viz. a finite extension of a base field F which is 
equal to R, QP, or F,((t)). Give the base field F the usual absolute value 
1 IF. That is, 1 IF is the Euclidean absolute value if K is archimedean, and 
otherwise it is the absolute value on Q, (resp. on F,((t))) which sets JpI 
(resp. Itl) equal to p-l. On K there is a unique absolute value I I K 
extending 1 1 F, and K is complete and locally compact with respect to 1 I K. 
Also, for aE K we set IlajlK= lalcKzF1 = (NKIFaIP, where N,, is the norm 
map from K to F. (Thus any global field satisfies the usual product formula 
with respect to these norms 11 11 u on each completion K,.) Then )I 11 = II IIK 
defines a norm on K, i.e., a non-negative real-valued function on K such 
that llall > 0 for a Z 0, IWII = II4 llbll, and Ila + b/l < 2 max(Il4, llbll). 
We will define a distance function on P”(K,), where K, is the algebraic 
closure of K. In the case K = R, this will agree with the chordal distance on 
complex projective space defined in Section 1.1. In the non-archimedean 
case, this distance function will have an interpretation in terms of the 
geometry of P”(O), where 0 is the valuation ring of K (viz. 0 is the 
integral closure of Z, or Fp[ [t]] in K). 
First, following Vojta [Vo, Definition 4.12, Ex. 4.14, p. 661, we define a 
norm on affine n-space. Namely, for any finite extension L of K, and 
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a= (a,, . . . . u,)EL”, define (/all,,.= (la,(l.+ ... + Jla,(l, and let /Iall,,,= 
Ila(( :‘y ’ K1. Then for any a = (a,, . . . . a,) E K”,, consider the direct system of 
those L, finite over K, such that a EL”. Let Ila(lK= lim,, KD llall L,K; note 
that this exists and is equal to the /,-norm on K” (relative to the norm 11 IIK 
on K), where q= [K, : K]. Finally, for aE Fz= KE, let Ial = Ilall., so that 
I4 = II4 liCK’ ‘I. (Note that in the case n = 1, this agrees with the previous 
notation for the absolute value 1 I on K.) 
2.1.1. EXAMPLE. (a) If K=R, then I( IIK= I / is just the usual 
Euclidean norm on R”, while if K = C, then I I K is the Euclidean norm and 
II II K = I I* is the square of the Euclidean norm. 
(b) Say K is non-archimedean, with valuation ring 0 having maxi- 
mal ideal m. Then (lall.=max{Ila,llK:i=l,...,n} and ~aJ=max{luilK: 
i= 1 3 ..., n}, where (I /IK and I JK are the two normalizations of the m-adic 
absolute value. Thus two points are close precisely when they are 
congruent modulo a high power of m. 
2.1.2. PROPOSITION. Let K be a local field, and give K” the above norm 
I IK. Then {A E GL,(K) I A induces an isometry of K”} is a maximal 
compact subgroup r,,(K) c GL,( K). Namely, r,(K) is the orthogonal group 
O(n) if K= R; the unitary group U(n) if K= C; and the group GL,(O) if K 
is non-urchimedeun with valuation ring 0. 
Proof. If K = R or C, this follows immediately from Example 2.1 .l (a). 
In the non-archimedean case, ( 1 is the sup norm on the coefficients. Since 
0” is the closed unit ball in K”, it easily follows that the isometry group 
is GL,(O). In all cases, the isometry group is indeed maximally compact in 
GL(K). I 
Note that we may identify T,(K) = { u~K~lul=l~.Forexample,thisis 
the circle group if K= C. Note also that I’,(K) acts on T,(K) by scalar 
multiplication. We denote the quotient T,(K)/T,(K) by PT,,(K). 
Given a point P E P”( K,), say that a choice of homogeneous coordinates 
(a, : ... : a,) for P is normalized if I(u,, . . . . a,)\ = 1 in K”,+‘. Motivated by 
Section 1.1, we consider the metric (i.e., distance function) p = pK on 
P”(K,) given by 
P(P, Q)= I(-.., uibj-ujbi, ...)i<,ll 
where P, Q have normalized coordinates (a0 : . . : a,), (b, : . . : b,), respec- 
tively, and where the norm I ( = ) 1 K is on Kf, N = n(n + 1)/2. Note that the 
metric p on P”(K,) has diameter 1. 
481’148!2-6 
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2.1.3. EXAMPLE. (a) If K= R or C, so that K, = C, then pK is equal to 
the chordal distance on P”(C). 
(b) Suppose K is non-archimedean, with valuation ring 0, having 
uniformizer rc. Given P, Q E P”(K), let the l-cycles c(P), c(Q) in P”, be their 
closures. These are curves, and let i(P, Q) is the order of contact of c(P) 
with c(Q) in P;. Thus i(P, Q) d r if and only if there are elements aj, b, E 0 
with P = (a0 : . . . : a,), Q = (b, : . . : b,), and ai = b, (mod rr’). Then 
i( P, Q) = -log, p( P, Q), where q = 17~) - ’ > 1. 
As in the special case of K = C, for any local field K there is a Hopf 
bundle rc: H, + P”(K), where H, = {A E K”+ ’ ) JAI = 1). This is a principal 
bundle for the group I’,(K), and making a choice of normalized 
coordinates for PEP”(K) is equivalent to choosing a point A on H, 
over P. 
2.1.4. PROPOSITION. Let K be a local field, and give P”(K) the above 
distance function p. Then { XE PGL, + ,(K) 1 X induces an isometry of 
P”(K)} is a maximal compact subgroup of PGL,+,(K), viz. Pr,+,(K)= 
r,,+,(K)/I’,(K). Thus this isometry group is PO(n+l)=O(n+l)/+l if 
K=R; PU(n+l)=U(n+l)/S’ if K=C; and PGL,,,(O) if K is non- 
archimedean with valuation ring 0. 
ProoJ The real and complex cases follow from the interpretation in 
terms of the chordal distance function of Section 1. In the non-archimedean 
case, every element of PGL, + 1 (0) induces an automorphism over 0 of P;, 
and hence by Example 2.1.3(b) it lies in the isometry group. Conversely, 
suppose XE PGL,, ,(K) induces an isometry. By multiplying by an element 
of PGL, + ,(O), we may assume that X fixes the point (1 : 0 : . .. : 0). Since 
X gives an isometry, it leaves invariant { PE P”(K) 1 p(P, Q) = 1 }, i.e., the 
hyperplane H : z,, = 0. Identifying H with P”-‘(K), the result follows by 
induction. 1 
We then have the following three results, which are generalizations 
of 1.1.5-1.1.7 to arbitrary local fields K. The proofs are the same as for 
1.1.5-1.1.7. 
2.15 PROPOSITION. (a) Let P, Q E P”(K), let A E H, be a unit vector of 
n+l K lying over P, and let L, be the K-line in K”+ ’ corresponding to Q. 
Then p(P, Q) is equal to the distance from A to L, in K”+ ‘. 
(b) Thus P” has diameter 1, relative to p. 
2.1.6. COROLLARY. Let Xc K”+ ’ be a vector subspace and let A E H,, be 
a unit vector in Kni ‘, and let H c P”(K) and P E P”(K) be their images in 
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projective space. Then the distance from P to H in P”(K) (i.e., 
minip(P, Q) I Q E HI) is equal to the distance from A to X in K”+ ‘. 
Following Section 1.1, if F is a homogeneous polynomial in z,,, . . . . z,, 
and AEH,cK”+’ is a unit vector lying above P E P”(K), we define 
/ FI (P) = IF(A Given P, this is independent of the choice of A. Also, 
if F has degree d and P=(a,:...:a,,), then IFI(P)=IF(ao,...,a,)l/ 
I(4, . . . . anId. 
2.1.7. PROPOSITION. Let H be a hyperplane in P”(K), defined by 
the vanishing of a linear form F= Cy=, aizi, normalized so that 
CI,,)~ = 1. Then for P E P”(K), the distance from P to H is equal to 
2.2. Green’s Functions over Local Fields 
Motivated by the results of Section 1.2, we consider Green’s functions 
associated to divisors in projective space over local fields K. Specifically, let 
F be a homogeneous form over K in variables zO, . . . . z,, and let H be the 
hypersurface in P”(K) defined by F. Thus we have I FI : P”( K,) -+ R, a non- 
negative valued continuous function which vanishes precisely on H and 
which is locally bounded (i.e., is bounded when restricted to subsets of 
P”(K,) which are p-bounded or, equivalently, which are I l-bounded in 
terms of the inhomogeneous coordinates in an afhne patch). Following 
Proposition 1.2.4, we define the function IFI to be the multiplicative Green’s 
function associated to F and say that IFI is a multiplicative Green’s function 
associated to the hypersurface H. We say that g = -log G: P”(K) + R is 
the Green’s function associated to the form F (resp. to the hypersurface H), 
and write g = g,,, Also, if F is a form defining H as above, then for any 
c E R we will call the function g,,, + c a Green’s function associated to the 
hypersurface H. (This definition is independent of the choice of F, since F 
is determined up to multiplication by a non-zero constant.) For any form 
F the function a H g,,, (a) is a locally bounded continuous function on 
X- Supp(D), where D is the divisor of F. Also, for any a E X(K,) the func- 
tion FH g,,,(a) is continuous as a function on {homogeneous forms of 
degree d in X0, . . . . Xn} c KN, where N = (dz”) and KN is given the metric 
I I. 
Note that if E and F are homogeneous forms, then 1 EFI = I El IFI is an 
equality of multiplicative Green’s functions. If F = c E K* is of degree 0, 
then the multiplicative Green’s function ICI is the constant function with 
value equal to the norm of the element c. If c E K* and E = cF, then 
IEl = ICI IFI, so IEl = IFI if and only if ICI = 1. 
Extending by linearity, we may define Green’s functions g, for all (not 
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necessarily effective) divisors D on Pg, each of which is determined 
uniquely up to adding a constant. Also, by linearity we may evaluate 
Green’s functions g, on zero cycles UEZ(P”(K)), where the supports of 
D = (F) and a are required to be disjoint. Thus we obtain a bilinear pairing 
VA a) ++ go(a). 
2.2.1. PROPOSITION. Let D be a hypersurface in PC, and g a Green’s 
function for D (in the above sense). Then g is a Green’s function ,for D with 
respect to the Fubini-Study metric on P”(C) (in the sense of Section 1.2). 
Proof: By Proposition 1.2.4. i 
Also, this generalization of 1.2.5 holds: 
2.2.2. PROPOSITION. If H is a hyperplane in P”(K), the function 
G(P) = distance from P to H 
is a multiplicative Green’s function on P”(K) for H. 
Proof: By the definition of multiplicative Green’s functions together 
with 2.1.7. 1 
More generally, suppose that X is a projective variety over a local field 
K, and let D be a Cartier divisor on X. If @: X(K,) + R is a continuous 
non-negative function which vanishes precisely at supp Y, we say that @ is 
a distance function for D in X if for every Zariski open set U c X and every 
h E K( U)* which is a local equation for D, the function @/h extends 
to a continuous locally bounded non-vanishing real-valued function on 
U(K,). Also, call C$ = -log @: (X- supp D)(K,) + R a Weil function (or 
logarithmic distance function) for D in X [La, Chap. lo]. That is, a func- 
tion 4: (X- supp D)(K,) + R is a Weil function for D if for (U, h) as 
above, the function 4 + log Jhl extends to a continuous locally bounded 
real-valued function on U(K,). A Weil function for D can also be regarded 
as a linear function on the zero cycles of X(K,) whose support is disjoint 
from that of D, since each 4 as above corresponds to such a function. The 
Weil functions on X form a group Weil(X), and there is a canonical 
homomorphism Weil(X) -+ Div(X), assigning each Weil function to its 
associated Cartier divisor. Let Weil*(X) be the quotient by the constant 
functions (which are Weil functions for the trivial divisor). Thus there is the 
induced map rc: Weil*(X) + Div(X). Writing QDiv(X) = Div(X)@z Q, 
QWeil(X) = Weil(X) gz Q, and QWeil*(X) = QWeil(X)/(constants), we 
also obtain a homomorphism n: QWeil*(X) -+ QDiv(X), and we say that 
an element I$ E QWeil(X) is a Weil function for the induced Q-divisor in 
QDiv(X). 
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Also, if Div’ is any subgroup of Q Div(X) = Div(X) @z Q, we say that a 
Weil form on Div’ is a homomorphism 4: Div’ -+ QWeil*(X) which is a 
section of n over Div’, and such that if D = (f) is a principal divisor then 
d(D) = -log Ifl ( mo u o constant functions). Note that if 4: D H dD is a d 1 
Weil form on Div’ then each #D is determined exactly (and not just up to 
a constant) on zero cycles of degree zero. And indeed, giving a Weil form 
on Div’ is equivalent to giving a real-valued bilinear function on Div’ x 
Z,X(K,) - A (where Z,X(K,) consists of zero cycles of degree zero on 
X(K,) and A is the set of pairs with non-disjoint support) such that 
(i) for each D E Div’ and each P E X(K,) - (supp D) the function 
z H (D, z - (deg z) P) is a Weil function for D, and 
(ii) if fEK(X) then ((f), P) = -log IfI (P) (up to a constant). 
2.2.3. PROPOSITION. Let K be a localfield, andfor every divisor D on Pi 
let g, be a Green’s function for D on P:. Then the association D H g, is 
a Weil form on Pi which is invariant under the action of the isometry group 
f-'r,+,(K) of& 
Proof As noted above, to show that D H g, is a Weil form it suffices 
to show that the induced pairing on Div(P;) x ZOPk(K,) - A satisfies (i) 
and (ii) above. Property (ii) is immediate from the definition of g,. For (i), 
let f E K(P”,) be a local equation for a divisor D in a Zariski open set U, 
and g, be a Green’s function for D. Thus g, = -log IFI, where F is a 
homogeneous form defining D. So g, + log 1 f 1 is continuous and locally 
bounded on U(K,). Thus this is a Weil form. Finally, since a r,, + ,(K)- 
change of variables takes normalized coordinates to normalized coor- 
dinates (by Proposition 2.1.2), an element of PI-,, + ,(K) takes Green’s 
functions to Green’s functions. 1 
As in Section 1.2, if i: NG P’I, is an embedding and D is a divisor on N, 
call D a complete intersection divisor on N (relative to i) if D = i*(H) for 
some hypersurface H in P”, i.e., if and only if D is the zero locus on N of 
a homogeneous form F. For a fixed embedding i, these divisors form a sub- 
group CDiv,( N) c Div( N). (If the choice of embedding i is understood, it 
will be suppressed in the notation.) Also, define the group of complete 
intersection Q-divisors QCDiv,( N) c QDiv( N) to be CDiv,( N) @z Q. 
Thus a Q-divisor D is an element of QCDiv,(N) if and only if some non- 
zero integral multiple rD is linearly equivalent to a multiple of i * H, where 
H is a generic hyperplane section of the ambient P”. Note that an element 
DE QCDiv,(N) is numerically equivalent to zero (i.e., some non-zero multi- 
ple of D is an actual divisor which is numerically equivalent to zero) if and 
only if some non-zero multiple of D is linearly equivalent to zero. 
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Following Lemma 1.2.2, if i: NG P” and H is a hypersurface in P”, we 
define a Green’s function on N for the complete intersection hypersurface 
D = Hn N (relative to this embedding) to be the restriction of a Green’s 
function on H in P”. Extending by linearity yields a notion of Green’s func- 
tions on QCDivi(N). Note that these Green’s functions are unique up to 
adding a constant, since the same is true for divisors in P”. Define a multi- 
plicative Green’s function associated to D to be a function of the form 
G = exp( -g), where g is a Green’s function for D. The analog of 1.2.6 then 
holds: the function G(P) = JFI (P) is a multiplicative Green’s function on 
N c P” for the zero locus of a homogeneous form F. Also, as for P”, we 
may regard G as a function on L-valued points of N, where L is a finite 
extension of K. 
Caution. As in Section 1, the Green’s function for a divisor D on a 
variety N c P” depends not only on the isomorphism class of the embedding 
of N into projective space, but also on the isometry class. Thus if two 
embeddings differ by an element A E PGL,, ,(K), then they induce the 
same set of complete intersection divisors on N; but they will also induce 
the same Green’s functions if and only if A E PT, + 1(K). Cf. also [Ha, 
Proposition 1.121, for a discussion of the non-archimedean case. 
2.2.4. PROPOSITION. Let K be a local field, let i: W 4 V be an embedding 
of K-schemes, let Div’ c Div( V) be a subgroup, and let 4: D H $n be a Weil 
form on QDiv’ c QDiv( V). Suppose that i*: (Div’)/- -+ Pit W is injective, 
where - denotes linear equivalence. Set QDiv” = i*(QDiv’) c QDiv( W), 
and for DEQDiv’ define (i*d)n.: P++dn(i(P)) modulo constants, if 
i*D = D”. Then i*d is a Weil form on QDiv”. 
Proof: The only difficulty is whether D” H (i*+)nS, is well defined. So 
suppose that i *D = i*D’ = D”. We may assume D, D’ E Div’. By the injec- 
tivity hypothesis, D-D’. So there is a rational function f e K( V)* such 
that D’ = D + div( f ), and thus 4D, = #D - log 1 f 1 modulo constants. Also, 
div( i *( f )) = i *D’ - i * D = 0, and so the rational function i*(f) is constant. 
Thus #D 0 i = r~5n~ 0 i modulo constants, and so i*d is a well-defined Weil 
form. 1 
Remark. Cf. also Manin’s counterexample [Ma, Section 21 to [Ne, 
Chap. II, Theorem 21, concerning the necessity of injectivity on Pit. 
We have the following analog of 1.2.3: 
2.2.5. COROLLARY. Given any projective non-singular K-variety N and 
embedding i: N 4 Pk, for each divisor DE QCDiv,(N) let g, = g,, ,,,, i be an 
associated Green’s function (which is determined up to a constant). Then 
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(a) The map D H g, is a Weil form on QCDivi(N). 
(b) Zf DE QCDiv,(N) is numerically equivalent to zero, then go 
depends only on D and N, and not on the embedding i. 
(c) Let u: N + M be a morphism of projective varieties. Suppose 
DE QDiv(M) is algebraically equivalent to zero and is a complete intersec- 
tion Q-divisor with respect to some projective embedding. Suppose also that 
C = u ~ l(D) is a divisor on N. Then g,, ,,, = g,, M 0 u module constant 
functions (where the Green’s functions are with respect to any choices of 
projective embedding). 
Proof: Assertion (a) follows from Proposition 2.2.4, using that divisors 
of degree 0 in P” are all linearly equivalent to 0. Assertion (b) follows from 
(a), since D is necessarily linearly equivalent to zero (as observed prior to 
the statement of Proposition 2.2.4). In (c), let i: MG P” be the asserted 
embedding and let j = io p. Then g =, N, i = g,, ,,,, 0 p modulo a constant 
function, by definition; and by (b), the same is true for Green’s functions 
with respect to any embedding. i 
2.2.6. PROPOSITION. Let N be a smooth projective variety over C, let 
i: N 4 PE be an embedding, and let D E Div N be a complete intersection 
Q-divisor on N. Then a Green’s function for D on N with respect to the 
embedding (in the above sense) is a Green’s function for D on N(C) with 
respect to the pullback to N(C) of the Fubini-Study metric on P”(C) (in the 
sense of Section 1.2). 
Proof: By 2.2.1 and 1.2.2. 1 
Remarks. (a) Corollary 2.2.5, unlike Proposition 1.2.3, restricts atten- 
tion to complete intersection divisors on varieties N c Pi. This is due to 
the fact that we have defined Green’s functions only for these divisors. It 
would be preferable to extend the definition and proposition to more 
general divisors, which in particular would give a new construction of 
N&on functions on arbitrary divisors algebraically equivalent to zero (cf. 
the comments after 1.2.3). But in the case that N is a curve, this extension 
will be accomplished in Section 2.3, thus giving in particular a construction 
of the N&on height pairing. 
(b) As in the complex case, multiplicative Green’s functions for 
hypersurfaces in Pk actually arise from K-valued functions on the Hopf 
bundle. Namely, if H is the hypersurface defined by a form F, then G, is 
the (descent to P” of) the absolute value of the function F on the total 
space H, of the Hopf bundle rc: H, + P”(K) for K (cf. Section 2.1). And if 
D is a complete intersection hypersurface in N c P:, say with D = H n N 
and H = (F) in P”, then the associated multiplicative Green’s function 
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G=GD,N is induced by the function F on the total space rc ~ ‘(N) of the 
Hopf bundle n-i(N) -+ N over N. 1 
2.3. Green’s Pairings on Curves over Local Fields 
The main result of this section is that Weil forms on curves over local 
fields K induce bilinear symmetric pairings on divisors (of arbitrary degree) 
which in degree 0 agree with the N&on height pairing. In particular, taking 
as the Weil form the one considered in Section 2.2 (obtained by Green’s 
functions on an ambient projective space), we obtain a pairing which in the 
case of K = C agrees with Arakelov’s pairing with respect to the Fubini- 
Study metric. Alternatively, taking instead a Weil form induced by the 
N&-on pairing on the Jacobian, we obtain a pairing which in the special 
case K= C agrees (at least for a generic curve) with the Arakelov pairing 
relative to the canonical Hermitian metric on the curve. Thus we obtain 
new constructions for each of these Arakelov pairings in the case of K = C, 
and obtain generalizations of these pairings to the case of arbitrary local 
fields. These new pairings extend N&on’s pairing on degree zero divisors 
on the curve. 
We will give two proofs of this result. The first proof has the advantage 
of not relying on any prior information about the N&on pairing on curves, 
and indeed it provides a new construction of that pairing. The second proof 
relies on the existence of N&on’s pairing, but it has the advantage of being 
shorter. Both proofs begin with the following “triple reciprocity” lemma: 
2.3.1. LEMMA. Let X be a smooth projective curve over a local field K, let 
i: Xq Pg be an embedding, and let 4: QCDivi(X) -+ Weil*(X) be a Weil 
form. Let D,, D,, D, E QCDiv,(X) be linearly equivalent divisors on X 
having disjoint support (where the indices are modulo 3). For each j let +4j be 
a lifting of S(D,) to a Weil function for 0,. Then 
J=o j=O 
Proof: Since the divisors Dj are linearly equivalent, and since q5 is 
linear, we are reduced to the case that Do, D1, D, are respectively defined 
by homogeneous polynomials F,, F,, F, in zo, . . . . z, of common degree 
d>O.Letf,=i*(F,+,/F,_,)EK(X).Thusthedivisoroff,isD,+,-D,~,, 
and n fj = 1. Since 4 is a Weil form, it follows that for each j there is a 
constant c, E R such that +j+ i - 4ji i = -log If;1 + cj. Note that C cj = 0. 
Thus it suffices to show that n lfil (0,) = 1, i.e., that n lFjl (D,, ,)= 
n If”1 (Dj-1). 
Consider the morphism rc: (F, : F, : F,): X-r P2, given by PH (F,(P) : 
F,(P) : F,(P)). This is well defined, since the supports of the Dj are disjoint, 
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and it is non-constant, since d> 0. Let m = deg 7~. The image n(X) is 
defined by a homogeneous polynomial R(z,, z1 , z,), say of degree S. Here 
IF01 (Or) #O since D, and D, have disjoint support, and if D, = c n,Pk, 
then 
= ( [product of the roots of R( 1, 0, z)] Irn 
= lGIC,I”~ 
where C1 is the coefficient of z; in R. Similarly, IF, ( (D,)/(F,I (D,) = 
IWC,I” and lFc,l UMlIF1l (DA = IC,/C,l”. So n IF’1 (D,,,) = 
n IFi1 (Die 1), as desired. 1 
Remark. Lemma 2.3.1 is equivalent to the assertion that if F,, F,, F, 
are homogeneous forms of the same degree on Pk which define divisors 
D,, D,, D2 on a curve XcP;, then n IFJ (Di+l)=n lFil (Dip,). The 
analogous assertion, with four rather than three divisors, is equivalent to 
Weil reciprocity. 1 
Next, we prove a result which, in the case that the Weil form is given by 
Green’s functions relative to the embedding, corresponds in the complex 
analytic case to Lemma 1.3.6(a) (although here we restrict attention to 
complete intersection divisors). 
2.3.2. LEMMA. Let X be a smooth projective curve in Pg. 
(a) !f DE QDivW), define pD: X(L) --, R by P,(Q) = ll P(P,“, Q), 
where D = 2 ajPj with each P, E X(K). Then pp is a distance function on X 
(cf: Section 2.2). 
(b) Let dn be a Weil function on a Q-divisor DE QDiv(X) and let 
@b = exp( -q5b). Then the function nb = @b/pb: X(K,) - (supp D) + R 
extends to a continuous positive valued function X( K,) + R whose logarithm 
is bounded. 
Proof: Part (b) follows from (a), because the difference of Weil func- 
tions is a Weil function. For part (a), we may replace K by a finite exten- 
sion over which each of the points Pi is defined, and then by linearity of 
-log pD we are reduced to the case that D = P, a single K-valued point 
with multiplicity 1. We now proceed as in the proof of 1.3.6(a). Namely, let 
t be a local parameter on X at P. After making an isometric change of 
variables (i.e., adjusting the embedding X5 P> by an element of PT,, + ,(K), 
which does not affect the Green’s function) and adjusting the choice of 
parameter t, we may assume that P = (1 : 0.. . : 0), that the tangent line to 
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X at P is given by z2 = ... = z, = 0, and that t = z,/zO. Thus for Q E X(K,) 
with normalized coordinates (b, :. . : 6,), we have ItI (Q)/p(P, Q) = 
lbl/lh3l ll(b,, ..‘2 b,)l, and this approaches 1 as Q + P. So indeed ItJ/p, 
extends to a global non-vanishing function which is continuous and 
bounded and which is positive, since 4 and p are. 1 
Now suppose that Xc Pi is a smooth projective curve and that 4: Div’ -+ 
QWeil*(X) is a Weil form on a subgroup Div’ c Q Div(X). For any lifting 
D H QD of 4 to a map Div’ + QWeil(X), Lemma 2.3.2 assigns to each 
D E Div’ a continuous bounded positive function lo: X(K,) -+ R. Extending 
-log q. by linearity to the group QZX(K,) = ZX(K,) @z Q of Q-zero 
cycles on X(K,), we obtain for each DE Div’ a map lo: QZX(K,) -+ R 
such that -log qo is a homomorphism. This yields a positive valued map 
q: Div’x QZX(K,) -+ R given by u](D, Z) = r],(Z), such that -log r] is 
bilinear. 
2.3.3. LEMMA. Let X be a smooth projective curve over a local field K, let 
i: X G Pi be an embedding, and let 4: QCDiv,( X) -+ Weil*(X) be a Weil 
form. Then there exists a homomorphism QCDiv;( X) -+ Weil(X) listing 4 
such that the induced map ye: QCDiv,( X) x QZX(K,) + R is a positive 
function, such that -log q is bilinear and such that the restriction to 
QCDiv, (X) x QCDiv j(X) is symmetric. Moreover, v] is unique up to 
multiplication by a non-zero constant. 
Proof: Let H be the pullback to X of a hyperplane in P”,, and choose 
a corresponding Weil function 4”. Thus, as in 2.3.2, we obtain an induced 
function qH on X(K,), which as above we extend to a function on zero 
cycles over K,. For each DE QCDiv,(X) the Weil function for D is deter- 
mined only up to a constant; choose 4D so that the induced function qD 
satisfies q,(H) = r],(D). Then the function q(D, D’) = ~~(0’) satisfies 
q(D, H) = q(H, D), for all DE QCDiv,(X). 
Thus for all D E QCDiv(X), the function Z H ~,I(D, Z) is a function q. as 
in 2.3.2. In order to show symmetry, it suffices to check the case of pairs 
(D,, Dl) in which D,, D1 E CDiv,( X) are effective. Since ~,I(D, H) = 
q(H, D), after adding a multiple of H to D, or D,, we may assume that D, 
and D, are of the same degree d. Say D, = (G, ), D, = (G2). Also write 
D, = dH, G, = Fd. By continuity of each qD as a function on points 
(cf. 2.3.2), we may assume that D,, D,, D, have pairwise disjoint support. 
Symmetry now follows from Lemma 2.3.1, and the definition of I]~. 
Finally, uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of qD up to multiplica- 
tion by a constant, together with symmetry. I 
We will use the symmetry of r] on complete intersection divisors to 
extend q to pairs of more general divisors, having disjoint support. 
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As in Section 1, given a curve X we may put an II-norm on QDiv(X), by 
setting Ix bjXjl, =C Ibjdjl, where each xj is a closed point of X whose 
residue field has degree dj over K. Equivalently, 1 C a,Pjl r = C Iail, where 
each Pj~ X(K,). Then the group QCDivi(X) of complete intersection 
Q-divisors on X is dense in the full group QDiv(X); indeed the proof of 
Lemma 1.3.5 carries over to more general ocal fields. Implicitly making use 
of this density, we obtain the following generalization of Lemma 1.3.6(b): 
2.3.4. PROPOSITION. Let X be a smooth complete curve over a local field 
K, let i: XqP”, be an embedding, and let 4: QCDiv,(X) --) Weil*(X) be a 
Weil form. Let n be as in the conclusion of 2.3.3. Then there exists a unique 
extension of n to a positive map n: QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) -+ R such that 
(i) -log n is bilinear; 
(ii) for any ZE QZX(K,), the map n(., Z): X(K) -+ R is continuous; 
(iii) for any DE QDiv(X), -log n(D, .) : X(K,) + R is continuous and 
bounded. 
Moreover, this extension is symmetric on QDiv( X) x QDiv( X). 
Proof We proceed in several steps: 
Step 1. Construction of the extension. For any DeQCDiv,(X), let dn 
be the choice of Weil function corresponding to the function 4 in the 
conclusion of 2.3.3 and let ‘lo be as in 2.3.2(b). Thus qD is a continuous 
function on X(K,) with bounded logarithm, and ~(0, D’) = ~~(0’) for 
D’E QCDivi(X). More generally, define n(D, D’) =nn(D’) for all DE 
QCDivi(X) and D’ E QDiv(X) (where the right-hand side was defined prior 
to 2.3.3). For every DE Div(X) we will define a function qD: X(K,) --) R in 
such a way that the induced linear map -log q: QDiv(X) x QDiv(X) -+ R 
given by (D, D’) H -log qD( D’) extends -log ‘I. 
Let D E CDiv, (X), so that D is the divisor defined by a homogeneous 
form F, in zO, . . . . z, of degree da 0, and consider the linear system IDJ, 
which is a projective space over K. We claim that the function 
(D( x X(K,) + R given by (E, P) H -log qE( P) is bounded. To see this, 
first observe that the function dD + log lFDl extends to a bounded con- 
tinuous function on X(K,), because 4E is a Weil function. Also, if E E (DI 
then E is defined by a homogeneous form F, of degree d, which may be 
chosen so that 1 F,I (D) = lFD\ (E). We then have 
where GD = exp( --dD). Now -log(@,/lF,I ) is bounded on X(K,), since 
4, and -log lFDl are Weil functions for D. By the proof of 2.3.2(b), the 
function -log I F,I /pE is bounded on X(K,), and its bound varies con- 
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tinuously in FE, where FE is viewed as belonging to the K-vector space of 
homogeneous forms over K in zo, . . . . z, of degree d. So for each EE IDI, 
sup( -log qE) and inf( -log qE) exist, and these vary continuously as 
E ranges over the K-projective space (DI. By the compactness of this 
projective space, the claim follows. 
Now let D E Div(X) be an effective divisor of degree s 3 1. Let 
D(0) = hD, where h = g + 12 1 and g = genus X. So D(0) is of degree hs, 
and the degree of 3shH - eD(0) is hs > g, where H is a hyperplane section 
defined by a linear form L, e = 3d - 1, and d = degree of X in P”. So by the 
Riemann-Roth theorem over arbitrary fields [Chev, Chap. II], the corre- 
sponding complete linear system )3shH- eD(O)/ is non-empty. So we may 
inductively define a sequence of effective divisors D(r) of degree hs such 
that D(r) E (3shH - eD(r - 1 )I. For each r 3 0, let E(r) = eD(r) + D(r + 1). 
So E(r) E (3shHI. Thus by the previous paragraph there is a constant c 3 1 
such that for all E E (3shH( and P E X(K,), c-’ < y16(P) < c. In particular, 
c-l < qEcl,(P) ,< c. Let 
r- 1 
F(r)=e’D,+ (-I)‘-‘D(r)= 1 (- l)‘erpl-jE(j). 
j=O 
Then vFcr+ I)lf& = v(E;~)‘, which takes on values between c-’ and c. Thus 
the values of ~~~~‘i’,/r,i~~~ ’ lie between c-‘lhs’+’ and c”~“+‘. So the rth and 
(r + 1)th terms in the sequence {(l/he’) log qFcr)} differ under the uniform 
norm by at most (l/he’+ ‘) log c. Since e > 1, this implies that the sequence 
is Cauchy under the uniform norm. So lim, _ co ryx exists; denote it by fo. 
It is straightforward to verify that dD is independent of the choice of the 
divisors D(r), that so: X(K) --) R, is continuous and has bounded 
logarithm, and that for ZE X(K,) the function D I-+ ‘lo varies continuously 
as a function of D EX(K,). Extending the association DH -log f. by 
linearity in D, we obtain functions q. for all DE QDiv(X). By linearity, 
each f. induces a map qD: QZX(K,) -+ R, and we obtain a map 
f: QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) + R which satisfies properties (i)-(iii). 
Step 2. Verification that f extends q; i.e., that )lo = qD for all complete 
intersection divisors D. Again we may assume that D is effective, say 
D = div(G), where G is homogeneous of degree t. So s = deg D = td. In the 
notation of Step 1, if r > 0 is odd then F(r) is effective, 
r-l 
F(r)=e’D(O)+D(r)= 1 (-l)jerP’-‘E(j) 
j=O 
r-l 
E 3sh 1 (-l)‘e’-‘PjH 
j=O 
= Ith(e’+ l)H( 
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(using 3s = 3td= t(e + 1)) and DE ItHI. Thus 
3dF( r) - 3dhe’D E I3shHJ 
and SO vl(3,. I ~ 3dhe’D) takes on values between cP ’ and c. So the values 
taken on by ~0 ‘qk!($ ’ range between cP1/3dhe’ and c1’3dhp’, and these bounds 
approach 1 as Y + co. But lim,, 5 qyhr’= fD. So yIo = qo, as desired. 
Thus we may henceforth write q. for tjD for all DE QDiv(X), and write 
q for f. 
Step 3. Verification that the ye constructed above is the unique exten- 
sion of the given q which satisfies (i)-(iii). Suppose 9’ also extends the 
original q which was given on complete intersection divisors. Given an 
effective D~Div(x), we wish to show &= qD. By the boundedness 
assumption (iii), there exists c’ > 1 such that for all PE X(K,), we have 
l-1 d qb(P) d c’. By the claim in Step 1, there exists a constant c” b 1 such 
Fhat for all EE\DI and all PEX(K,), c”-‘<y,(P)<c”. Now if EE\DI 
then E-D is linearly equivalent to 0, and hence E-D E CDiv,(X). Thus 
&D=YIE--D, and so y~;=q~&/v~. So for EE(D( and PEX(K,), 
k-’ <q;(P)< k, where k = c”~c’. So as in Step 1, there are sequences of 
divisors D(r), E(r), F(r). By the bounds on Y&,(P), for all PE X(K,) we 
have 
= Jim= (~Z&V”” (by definition of F(r)) 
= lim rfFc,,(P)lier (since q’ extends the original 9) 
1’5 
= qD(‘) as desired; so q’ = q. 
Step 4. q is symmetric. That is, if D, D’ E QDiv(X), then 
It suffices to consider effective divisors D, D’ E Div(X) having the 
same degree s. Thus in the notation of Step 1, q. = lim,, o. or-$, where 
F(v) = e’hD + ( - l)‘- ’ D(r). Similarly, the construction of uDz gives ylD, = 
lim T--too yl!i!& where P’(r)=e’hD’+(-l)‘+‘D’(r). 
As seen in Step 1, the function q,(,): X(K) + R takes on values between 
’ “-I-’ takes on values between cPEeerm’-‘= 
on X(K). Since deg D’(r) = hs, qF,,,(D’(r)) 
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lies between (c hS(P’p l)/(’ ~ ’ )) * ‘. These quantities approach 1 as Y + co, and 
so v(F(r,P’(r)) (- i)‘-‘/(hr’)2 -+ 1 as r + ~0. Thus, 
v],(U) = lim v,,,(D’)“~” 
r-5 
= lim [?Fc,,(F’(r))l”h”” q(F(r))(D’(r))‘~1”~“‘h”‘2] 
r--rot 
By symmetry, we have q,.(D)=lim,,, ?F,(,)(F(~))“(hC’)Z. But ~,~,,(l;‘(r)) = 
qFrcr,(F(r)), since (by the previous lemma) v] is symmetric on complete 
intersection divisors. Thus rD(IY) = qDS(LI), as desired. 1 
If X is a smooth projective curve over a local field K, define a Green’s 
pairing on X to be a real-valued bilinear function ( , ) on QDiv(X) x 
QZX(K,) - A (where A = pairs with non-disjoint support) such that 
(i) for each DE QDiv(X) the function PH (D, P) : X(K,) - 
supp D + R is a Weil function for D; 
(ii) if D=(f) EDIv(X) is linearly equivalent to 0, then there is a 
ceR such that (D, P)= -log 1st (P)+c; 
(iii) ( , ) is symmetric on QDiv(X) x QDiv(X) - A. 
Equivalently, to give a Green’s pairing ( , ) is to give a homomorphism 
g: QDiv(X)-+QWeil(X) such that the induced map 4: QDiv(X)+ 
QWeil*(X) is a Weil form, and such that (g(D))(D’) = (g(D’))(D) for 
D, D’ E QDiv(X). Here (D, 0’) = (g(D))(D’), and if ( , ) is related to g 
in this manner we will also write g(D, D’) for (D, D’), and call the Green’s 
pairing g. Note that if g is a Green’s pairing and CE R, then a new 
Green’s pairing g + c may be defined by (g + c)(D, D’) = g(D, D’) + 
c(deg D)(deg D’). Thus, for example, if P, Q E X(K) then (g + c)(P, Q) = 
g(P, Q) + c. Also, if g induces the Weil form 4, then so does g + c, for any 
constant c. 
We now state the key result of this section, which can be regarded as an 
analog of Proposition 1.3.1 for projective curves over arbitrary local fields. 
As before, given an embedding i: Xcr Pz of a curve into projective space, 
we write CDiv,(X) = i*(Div(P”,)) and QCDiv,(X) = CDiv,(X)@. Q. 
2.3.5. THEOREM. Let i: Xq P”, be an embedding of a smooth projective 
curve over a local field K, and let 4: QCDiv,(X)-+QWeil*(X) be a Weil 
form. Then there exists a Green’s pairing on X which induces 4, and this 
pairing is unique up to adding a constant. 
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First Prooj Let q: QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) --) R be as in the conclusion of 
2.3.4. For (A, B) E QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) - A, let G(A, B) = p(A, B) q(A, B), 
where p(A, B) = p,(B). Let g = -log G: QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) - A + R. 
Then g is symmetric on QDiv(X) x QDiv(X) - A, because p and ‘1 are, 
and g is bilinear because -log p and -log v are. Also, for each 
DE QDiv(X), the function g(D, .) is a Weil function because -log ~(0, .) 
is a continuous bounded function and because p. is a Weil function 
(2.3.2(a)). Moreover, if DE QCDiv,(X) then g(D, .) = -log P,, +yo is a 
choice of do, by definition of nD in 2.3.3. So g induces 4. In particular, 
given a divisor D = (f) which is linearly equivalent to 0, we have 
DE QCDiv;(X), and so g(D, .) = 4” = -log IfI + c, for some c E R. Thus g 
is a Green’s pairing which induces d. Finally, uniqueness for g up to a 
constant follows from the uniqueness for q in 2.3.4. 1 
As a result, we will obtain a new construction of the N&on pairing, as 
well as an extension of this pairing to one on divisors of arbitrary degree 
in a way that agrees over C with the projective Green’s pairing of Section 1. 
Recall (Proposition 2.2.3) that for a local field K, Green’s functions on Pi 
define a Weil form on Q Div(P”,), and this pulls back to a Weil form 4 on 
QCDiv,(X) for any embedding i: Xq Pg (Proposition 2.2.6). If X is a 
curve, then Theorem 2.3.5 yields a Green’s pairing g on X which induces 
0. We call such a Green’s pairing a projective Green’s pairing on X relative 
to i; it is unique up to a constant. For each DE QDiv(X) we call the func- 
tion P H g(D, P) a Green’s function for D on X relative to i. This agrees 
with the previous terminology in the case that DE QCDiv,(X), and for all 
D this is a Weil function for D .on X. 
2.3.6. THEOREM. Let X be a smooth projective curve over a local field K, 
and let g be a Green’s pairing on X (e.g., a projective one). 
(a) The restriction of g to Div,(X) x Z,X(K,)-A is the N&on 
height pairing on X, i.e., the unique bilinear pairing which is symmetric on 
Div,(X) x Div,(X)-A, such that if f~ K(X) and ZEZ,X(K,) then 
((f), z) = -log If(z)1 and such that if DE Div,(X) and PE X(K,) - 
supp(D) then Q H (D, Q - P> is continuous and locally bounded on 
X(K,) - {P>. 
(b) Zf K= C and g is a projective Green’s pairing induced by 
i: Xc5 P& then g is a Green’s pairing on the Riemann surface X(C) relative 
to the pullback of the Fubini-Study metric on P”(C) (in the sense of 
Section 1.3 ). 
Proof: (a) That the restriction has the given properties follows from 
the definition of a Green’s pairing. To see that the pairing on Div,(X) x 
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Z,X(K,) - A is unique, we follow the proof of [La, Chap. 11, Theorem 
3.61. Namely, if 4 and 4’ are two such pairings, then h = q5 - 1+4’ is a sym- 
metric bilinear pairing which is trivial if the first entry (or, by symmetry, 
the second) is a principal divisor. Also, if D E Div,(X) and P E X(K,) - 
supp(D) then Q I-+&D, Q - P) has logarithmic singularities along D, and 
similarly for 4’. So Q H h(D, Q - P) extends to a continuous function 
on all of X(K,), which is locally bounded, and hence bounded (since X is 
projective), say by M, > 0. 
So given (A, B) E Div,(X) x Z,X(K,) - A, pick PE X(K,) and let L be a 
finite extension of K such that B, P E ZX(L). For every m > 0 use 
Riemann-Roth on X, to write mB + gP = C + (f), where C E Div(X,) is 
effective of degree g= genus(X), and f~ K(X). Then mh(A, B) = 
h(A, mB) = h(A, C- gP), which is bounded independently of m (viz. by 
gMp). Since this is true for all m, h(A, B) = 0. 
(b) This follows by the corresponding fact about Green’s functions 
associated to complete intersection divisors (Proposition 2.2.6) and the 
uniqueness of both types of Green’s pairings (Proposition 1.3.1 and 
Theorem 2.3.5). 1 
Remark. A Green’s pairing for a curve X relative to a projective embed- 
ding actually arises from a K-valued pairing on the Hopf bundle over X. 
Namely, as in Remark (c) after Proposition 2.2.6, Green’s functions JFI for 
complete intersection divisors lift to K-valued functions F on the Hopf 
bundle over X (relative to the projective embedding). Using these in place 
of Green’s functions IFI, the results 2.3.1-2.3.5 carry over to results about 
K-valued functions and pairings on the Hopf bundle. For example, in the 
case K=Qp, the Green’s pairing in 2.3.5 is the absolute value of a p-adic 
valued pairing on the Hopf bundle, and we may regard this as a p-adic 
valued Green’s pairing for X. Restricting to degree 0, this gives a 
p-adic height pairing. 
Alternatively, assuming as known the existence and uniqueness of the 
N&on pairing on degree 0 divisors, we obtain another, simpler proof of 
Theorem 2.3.5 (which relies on 2.3.1 but not on 2.3.2-2.3.4), as well as the 
fact that the Green’s pairing extends the N&on pairing: 
Second Proof of 2.3.5. Choose a hyperplane section H of X, and choose 
any Weil function g, lying over b(H) E Weil*(X). For any D E QCDiv,(X), 
lift 4(D) to the unique Q-Weil function 4D for D such that $,(H) = q5JD). 
We claim that d,(D’) = #JO) for D, D’ E QCDivi(X) having disjoint sup- 
port. Namely, by Lemma 2.3.1, if the supports of D and D’ are disjoint 
from that of H then +D(D’) + 4,.(H) + q5N(D) = tjD,(D) +4,(H) + bH(D’). 
So indeed bD(D’)= bDs(D) for such D, D’, and by continuity the claim 
follows. 
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Let g: QDiv,(X) x QZ,X(K,) - A be the bilinear extension of the N&on 
height pairing to a pairing over Q, and for (A, B) E QDiv,(X) x 
QZ,X(K,) - A let (TV = a(A, B). If D eCDiv,(X) has degree 0, then D 
is linearly equivalent to 0; if D = (f) then as a function on X(K,) we have 
dD = -log If1 + c for some CE R. So 4” = CJ” on QZ,X(K,) for such D, 
and hence on QCDiv,(X)nQDiv,(X). Also, by the symmetry of 4, if 
(A, B) E QDiv,,(X) x QZ,X(K,) - A, where B= (,f) is in fact a principal 
divisor on X, then QIA(B) = -log IfI (A). 
Now every DeQDiv(X) may be written as D= D’+ D”, where 
D’ E QDiv,(X) and D” E QCDiv,(X). Similarly, if EE QZX(K,) we may 
write E = E’ + E”, where E’ E QZ,X(K,) and E” E QCDiv,(X). So for such 
D, E with disjoint support, define 
g(D, E) = CJ(D’, E’) + dns,(E’) + cjEt.(D’) + 4,..(E”). 
This is well defined, since 41, = CJ~ on QCDiv,(X) nQDivo(X). Also, 
g, agrees with dD on QCDiv,(X), and g agrees with (T on 
QDiv,(X) x QZ,X(K,) - A. It remains to check that g is a Green’s pairing 
and is unique up to a constant. 
To show that g is a Green’s pairing we first need to verify that for each 
DgQDiv(X) the function g D: z H g(D, z) is a Weil function for D. Now 
g,(E) = g,,,(E) + y,.(E), where y,,(E) = o(D’, E’) + q5&D’) and where the 
decompositions D = D’ + D” and E = E’ + E” are as above. Since g,. is a 
Weil function for D”, it suffices to show that yo, is a Weil function for D’. 
Let C E QDiv(X) be a Q-divisor linearly equivalent to D’ and having sup- 
port disjoint from that of D’. Thus D’ - C= (f) for some f~ K(X), and f 
is a local equation for D’. For any Q-divisor E’ having support disjoint 
from those of C and D’, y,,(E) + log IfI (E) = [a(C, E’) - log IfI (E’)] + 
[d&C) -log Ifi (E”)] + log IfI (E) = a(C, E’) f d,(C), which extends to 
a continuous locally bounded function on the complement of the support 
of C. So indeed yo,, and hence g,, is a Weil function, Next, if D = (f) is 
linearly equivalent to 0, then DE Div,(X), and for PE X(K,) we have 
g,(E) = 4,(P) = -log If1 (P) + c for some c. Moreover, g is symmetric 
because o(D’, E’) = cr(E’, D’) and d,..(E”) = cjEc.(D”). 
Finally, we show uniqueness up to a constant. Suppose that g’ is 
another such Green’s pairing. Then for each D E QCDiv,(X), the Weil 
function g& induces #o, and hence differs from g, by a constant cg E R, as 
a function on X(K,). So with H as above, g’(H, D) = g’(D, H) = g(D, H) + 
c,(deg H) = g(H, D) + c,(deg H), and so c,(deg H) = cH(deg D) for all D. 
Thus there is a constant c = c,/(deg H) such that gb = g, + c(deg D) as a 
function on X(K,), for all DE QCDiv,(X). Thus g’, = g, if deg D = 0, and 
more generally g’(D, E) = g(D, E) + c(deg D)(deg E). Also, the restriction 
of g’ to QDiv,(X) x QZ,X(K,) - A satisfies all the properties of the N&on 
height pairing, and so it must agree there with g. 
4X1.:148,2-7 
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Now as before, each DE QDiv(X) and each E E QZX(K,) may be 
respectively decomposed as D = D’ + D” and E = E’ + E”, where the first 
term has degree 0 and the second lies in QCDiv,(X). If D and E have 
disjoint support we have g’(D, E) = g’(D’, E’) + g’(D’, E”) + g’(D”, E) = 
g(D’, E’) + g(D’, E”) + g(D”, E) + c(deg D”)(deg E) = g(D, E) + c(deg D) . 
(degE). That is, g’=g+c. 1 
2.3.7. PROPOSITION. Let X be a curve over a local field K, and let 
g, g’: QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) - A -+ R be Green’s pairings on X. Then there is 
a unique linear transition function T: QZX(K,) + R which is continuous on 
X(K,), such that if (A, B) E QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) - A then 
$(A, B) = AA, B) + d,+f I+ d, z(B), (*I 
where d, and d, are the degrees of A and B. In particular, if P, Q are 
distinct K-points of X then g’(P, Q) = g(P, Q) + z(P) + t(Q). 
Conversely, suppose that g is a Green’s pairing on X and suppose that 
5: QZX(K,) -+ R is a linear function which is continuous and bounded on X. 
Then the pairing g’ defined by (*) is a Green’s pairing. 
Proof Let h = g’- g. Since g, and 81, are Weil functions for each 
DE QDiv(X), h, = gb -g, extends to a bounded continuous function on 
all of X(K,), and h extends to a bilinear pairing on all of QDiv(X) x 
QZX(K,). The pairing h is trivial on pairs of divisors (A, B) E Q Div,(X) x 
QZ,X(K,) of degree 0, since g and g’ both agree with the N&on pairing. 
Also, h is symmetric on QDiv(X) x QDiv(X), since g and g’ are. 
If A E QZ,X(K,) is a Q-zero cycle of degree 0 and B, C E QDiv(X) have 
the same degree, then h(B - C, A) = 0. So the function BH h(B, A) is 
constant on the space of Q-divisors B of any fixed degree. Thus by 
the bilinearity of h, there exists a constant $A)ER such that for all 
BeQDiv(X), h(B, A)=d,z(A), where d, is the degree of B. Also, 
r: QZ,X(K,) -+ R is linear, and z is continuous on X(K,), because hs has 
these properties for all BE QDiv( X). 
Now fix some Q-divisor D E QDiv(X) of degree 1. For any 
Q-divisor A E QDiv(X), say of degree dA, h(B, A - dA D) = d,t(A -d, D) 
for all BE QDiv(X) of degree d,. Using bilinearity and the symmetry 
of h on QDiv(X)xQDiv(X), dsT(A-d,D)+d,h(B, D)=h(B, A)= 
h(A, B) =dAz(B-deD) + d,h(A, D). So if dA and ds are non-zero, 
then [z(A - d,D) - h(A, D)]/dA = [t(B - d,D) - h(D, B)]/d,. Thus 
[$A - d,D) - h(A, D)]/dA is independent of A, say equal to CER. So 
h(A, D) = z(A -d, D) - cd,, and this is true even if dA = 0 (since 
h(D, A) = r(A) for A of degree 0, as shown above). Thus h(A, B) = 
d,h(A, B)+h(A, B-d,D)=d,z(A-d,D)-cd,d,+d,z(B-dd,D). 
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For arbitrary A E QZX(K,) of degree d,, let r(A) = r(A - d,D) - cd,/2; 
this agrees with the previous definition of r(A) if d, = 0. Thus 
z: QZX(K,) -+ R is linear, and r is bounded and continuous on X(K,). 
Finally, suppose that (A, B) E QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) - A, with A, B of degrees 
d,, d,. Then g’(A, B) - g(A, B) = h(A, B) = h(A, d,D) + h(A, B - d,D) = 
d,z(A - d,D) - c d,d, + dAt(0) + d,t(B - d,D) = d,z(A) + d,T(B), as 
desired. 
For uniqueness, suppose t’ is also such a transition function. Let 
(T = T’ - r. We wish to show that o(A) = 0 for all A E QDiv(X). So given an 
A, pick non-zero effective divisors B, C on X such that A, B, C have 
pairwise disjoint support. Then d, cr( C) + d&A) = 0 and d,a( C) + 
d,.cr(B) =O, and so d,d,.o(A) =d,d,a(B). Since d,, d,#O and since 
d,a(B)+d,a(A)=O, we have d,a(B)=d,a(A)=O, and so indeed 
o(A)=O. 
The converse is immediate from the definition of Green’s pairings. 1 
Remarks. (a) Proposition 2.3.7 is analogous to Arakelov’s result [Ar, 
Proposition 3.21 over C; cf. Remark (b) after 1.3.1 above. 
(b) Kani has defined a notion of “u-height,” closely related to the 
notion of Green’s pairing. He showed the existence of v-heights induced by 
morphisms to Pk and proved the analog of Proposition 2.3.7. See [Ka]. 
2.3.8. EXAMPLE. Let X be a smooth curve of degree d in P’, and let 
P E X(K). Let Y be the blowup of P2 at P, so that Y c P2 x P’, which we 
embed in Ps by the Segre map. Thus we have two projective embeddings 
of X: the given one i: XG P2, and the embedding i’: Xq P5 via blowup 
and Segre. Let g and g’ be projective Green’s pairings with respect to the 
embeddings i and i’ (each being determined uniquely up to a constant). 
Then after adjusting g’ by a constant, the transition function in 2.3.7 is 
given by 
T(Q) = Cdp, Q, + log p(P, Q)l/Ud- 1). 
To see this, it suffices (by 2.3.5) to verify (*) of 2.3.7 in the case that A is 
a complete intersection divisor (F) relative to the embedding i. With 
respect to the embedding i, a projective Green’s function for A is given by 
gA(Q) = -log IFI (Q), and one verifies explicitly that a projective Green’s 
function for A with respect to i’ is given by g>(Q) = r(Q) + gA(Q), where 
t is as above. It then follows that z must be the transition function (up to 
adding a constant). 
For example, let K = C, let X be the conic (x - 2)’ + y2 = z2, and blowup 
at P = (0 : 0 : 1). Then the transition function is given by z(a : h : 1) = 
-(l/6) 1ogClal M2+ lb12+ l)“‘/(l4’+ Vl’)l. 
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2.3.9. COROLLARY. Let X be a complex projective curve. Then the set of 
Green’s pairings g on X(C) relative to Hermitian metrics dp on X(C) (in the 
sense of Section 1.3) is the same as the set of Green’s pairings on X (in the 
present sense). 
ProofI Arakelov [Ar, Proposition 3.21 proved the existence of transi- 
tion functions f between any two Green’s functions on a curve relative to 
two given Hermitian metrics (cf. Remark (b) after Proposition 1.3.1). In 
particular, if g is Green’s function on X induced by the pullback of Fubini- 
Study under a projective embedding Xci P& and g’ is some other bilinear 
pairing, then g’ is a Green’s function if and only if g and g’ are related by 
such a transition function. So the result follows from Theorem 2.3.6(b) and 
Proposition 2.3.7. 1 
Replacing the projective Green’s functions of 2.3.6 by N&on’s pairing on 
the Jacobian, we will obtain from 2.3.5 another extension of the N&on 
height pairing to divisors of arbitrary degree, which over C is the Arakelov 
pairing with respect o the “canonical” metric. 
Recall [La, Chap. 11, Theorem 2.2; Ne, Chap. 2, Section 7, Theorem 1 ] 
that for any abelian variety A over K there is a unique translation invariant 
Weil form. This Weil form, or the corresponding pairing QDiv(A) x 
QZ,A(K,) - A -+ R, is called the N&on pairing on the abelian variety A. In 
particular, let X be a projective curve over K of genus >O and let A be the 
Jacobian of X. Let D be a divisor on X of degree 1; this must exist by 
Riemann-Roth. We obtain an Albanese map cc: Xcr A given on closed 
points by Qt, [Q-deg(Q)D]. Now let Div,(A) = (divisors on A 
algebraically equivalent to 0) and choose a very ample divisor Y on A. Let 
Div.(A) be the subgroup of Div(A) generated by Y and Div,(A). Then 
ct*: Div.(A)/- + Pit X is injective, since cI*: Pit,(A) -+ Pit,(X) is an 
isomorphism and since every element of Div.(A) can uniquely be written 
in the form mY + Z, ZE Div,(A). By Proposition 2.2.4, the Weil form on 
Div.(A) induced by the N&on pairing on A pulls back to a Weil form 4 
on cr*(QDiv.(A)) c QDiv(X). In fact, a*(QDiv.(A)) = QDiv(X), since 
every element of QDiv(X) is of the form acr*( Y) +Z, where aE Q and 
z~Div,(X). So 4 is a Weil form on all of QDiv(X), and we call it the 
N&on form on X with respect to the divisor Y on A. The restriction of 4 
to a Weil form on QDiv,(X) lifts to the N&on pairing on the curve X [La, 
Chap. 11, Theorems 3.5 and 3.61. In fact, more is true, and we have this 
generalization of 1.3.3 to curves over local fields: 
2.3.10. THEOREM. Let X be a smooth projective curve of genus >O over 
a local field K, and let 4 be the N&on form on QDiv(X) with respect to a 
very ample divisor Y on A = Jac(X). Then: 
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(a) There exists a Green’s pairing on X which induces 4, and this 
pairing is unique up to adding a constant. 
(b) This pairing induces the N&on pairing on X in degree 0. 
(c) If K=C and NS(A)=Z, then this Green’s pairing agrees (up to 
a normalizing constant) with the canonical Green’s pairing on the Riemann 
surface X(C) (in the sense of 1.3.3). 
Proof. As above, let a: Xq A= Jac(X) be the Albanese map with 
respect to some DE Div(X) of degree 1, and let j: A 4 P; be a projective 
embedding corresponding to Y, Thus Y is a hyperplane section of A, 
relative to j, and QCDiv,(A) consists of the Q-divisors linearly equivalent 
to some multiple of Y. Let i=jo c(: Xq Pg. Then QCDiv,(X) consists of 
the divisors on X such that some multiple is linearly equivalent to a multi- 
ple of CI*( Y). By Theorem 2.3.5, there is a Green’s pairing g on X which 
induces the Weil form bi: QCDiv,(X) + Weil*(X), where 4; is the restric- 
tion of 4. Also by 2.3.5, g is unique for this property, up to a constant. To 
prove (a) and (b) it remains to show that g induces 4 on all of QDiv(X). 
But since g is a Green’s pairing, its restriction to QDiv,(X) x Q&X(&) 
must equal N&on’s pairing (Theorem 2.3.6(a)); i.e., g induces the restric- 
tion of 4 to QDivO(X). Since QCDivi(X) and QDiv,(X) generate 
QDiv(X), g indeed induces 4 on all of QDiv(X). 
According to Proposition 1.3.3, the canonical Green’s pairing on X(C) 
induces the pullback 4 of the N&on pairing on A(C). And by 
Corollary 2.3.9, the canonical pairing on X(C) is a Green’s pairing on X, 
in the sense of this present section. So part (c) follows by the uniqueness 
assertion in part (a). 1 
Remarks. (a) The condition NS(A) = Z holds generically, and shows 
in particular that the N&on pairing on an elliptic curve agrees with the 
canonical Green’s pairing, for arbitrary pairs of disjoint divisors. For 
arbitrary curves X, Remark (b) after 1.3.3 suggests that if Y is a theta- 
divisor on A, then the conclusion of 2.3.10(c) might hold even without an 
assumption on NS(A). It would be interesting to know if this is the case. 
(b) Theorem 2.3.10(c) and Remark (a) also suggest that over an 
arbitrary local field K, if Y is a theta-divisor, then (at least in the case that 
NS(A) = Z, and perhaps more generally) the induced Green’s pairing on X 
should be regarded as analogous to the canonical Green’s pairing at 
infinite places. Specifically, one may ask whether this pairing satisfies an 
adjunction formula, in the sense of [Ha, Section 43. Also, Chinburg and 
Rumely [CR] have constructed pairings for curves over non-archimedean 
local fields which they regard as analogous to the canonical pairing at 
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infinite places, and it would be interesting to see if those pairings are 
related to the pairings in 2.3.10 (or those in [Ha, Section 43). 
2.4. Global Green’s Pairings 
The-results of this chapter can be generalized to the case of fields with 
a “proper set of absolute values,” e.g., global fields. In this section we dis- 
cuss such global Green’s pairings, showing that they satisfy various proper- 
ties analogous to intersection pairings, and that they induce real-valued 
height pairings. 
Recall [La, Section 2.11 that an absolute value 1 1 on a field K is called 
well behaved if for every finite extension L of K we have [L : K] = 
xi [LT : K*], where K* is the completion of K and the fields LF are the 
completions of L with respect to the extensions of 1 1. An absolute value 1 1 
is proper if it is non-trivial, well behaved, and (in the case that char K = 0) 
extends one of the standard absolute values 1 IP on Q (p finite or infinite). 
A set M of absolute values on K is called proper if each absolute value in 
M is proper, the absolute values are independent, and for all x # 0 in K we 
have 1x1 L1 = 1 for all but finitely many I I u E M. In particular, if K is a local 
field then the set consisting of its absolute value is proper, and if K is a 
global field then any subset of M, = {absolute values I I u extending a 
standard absolute value on the prime field} is proper. For any M, one 
defines an M-constant to be a map c: A4 4 R such that for all but finitely 
many L) E M, c, = 0 [La, Section 10.11. Thus in particular, if a E K and 
a # 0, then the map D(a) = -log Ial : A4 + R given by u H u(a) = -log Ial, 
is an M-constant, and we call such an M-constant principal. We may identify 
the group of M-constants with the real vector space R”” spanned by the 
elements of M. 
Let M be a proper set of absolute values on a field K. In this situation 
there is a notion of “Weil function” which generalizes the notion in Sec- 
tion 2.2. Namely, if X is a K-variety and D is a Cartier divisor on X, then 
4: (X- supp D) x A4 + R is a Weil function for D on X if for every rational 
function h on X which is a local equation for D on an open set U, the 
function4+logIhl:(U-suppD)xM + R extends to a continuous locally 
bounded function on U x M (cf. [La, Chap. 10, Sections 1, 21). Extending 
by linearity on points, a Weil function for D can be regarded as a function 
on the O-cycles disjoint from the support of D. 
As in the case of local fields, the Weil functions on X form a group 
Weil(X), and there is a canonical homomorphism Weil(X) + Div(X). Let 
Weil*(X) = Weil(X)/(M-constants), the quotient by the subgroup of 
M-constants (which can be regarded as Weil functions for the trivial 
divisor). Thus there are induced maps 7~: Weil*(X) + Div(X) and 
n: QWeil*(X) + QDiv(X), where QDiv(X) = Div(X)Oz Q, QWeil(X) = 
Weil(X) Oz Q, and QWeil*(X) = QWeil(X)/R. If Div’ is any subgroup of 
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QDiv(X) = Div(X) @z Q, we say that a Wed form on Div’ is a 
homomorphism 4: Div’ -+ QWeil*(X) which is a section of rc over Div’, 
and such that if D = (f) is a principal divisor then 4(D) = -log IfI: 
(X- supp D) x M--f R (modulo M-constants). 
In particular, consider the case that X= P”(K). If F(z,, . . . . z,) is a 
homogeneous polynomial over K, and P E P”(K), then for each u E M 
choose A,E K”+’ lying over P and satisfying IA,\, = 1, and as in Sec- 
tion 2.1 set IFI,, = 1F(A,)I,. This is independent of the choice of A,, and 
we obtain a function IFJ : P”(K) x M -+ R. We call IFI (resp. g,= -log (F( : 
(P’*(K) - supp D) x M --t R, given by (P, u) M -log IFI D (P)) a mufti- 
plicative Green’s function (resp. a Green’s function) on Pi for the divisor 
D=(F) cP>. Extending g, = g, by linearity in F, we obtain for every 
divisor D in P> a Weil function g,: (P$ - supp D) x M -+ R, and call it a 
Green’s function for the divisor D. Note that g, is uniquely determined up 
to an M-constant; viz. if D = (F’) - (F”) = (E’) - (E”), then F’E” = aE’F” 
for some non-zero atz K, and the two choices of g, (viz. g,. -g,., and 
g,. - gE..) differ by the M-constant lal. Similarly, if F’, F” are 
homogeneous polynomials (not necessarily of the same degree) and 
D = div(F’) - div(F”), then we obtain a multiplicative Green’s function 
I F’/FflI : (P”(K) - supp D) x A4 -+ R, and this is unique up to multiplying 
by e”: u ++ exp(c,) for some M-constant c. Thus the assignment D H g, is 
a Weil form on Div Pg, and by linearity it extends to QDiv Pg. 
The notion of Green’s function carries over to more general projective 
varieties. Namely, following Section 2.2, if i: Xq Pk is an embedding of 
K-varieties and D E CDiv, (X) = i * Div(P>) is a complete intersection 
Cartier divisor on X relative to i (so that D = i*H, H a hypersurface 
in P”,), we define a Green’s function for D on X relative to i to be the 
restriction of a Green’s function g, for H to the variety X. Again, Green’s 
functions are Weil functions, and the assignment D H g, is a Weil form on 
CDiv,(X) which extends to QCDiv,(X). For fixed X, i, and M, we denote by 
CGr,$X) (or simply CGr,(X) if M is understood) the group of Green’s 
functions of elements of CDivi(X), so that QCGr,(X) = CGr,(X) @ Q is the 
group of Green’s functions of elements of QCDiv,(X). 
In the special case that X is a smooth curve in P”,, we may again define 
a notion of “Green’s pairing.” Namely, a Green’s pairing on X is a collec- 
tion { ( , ), : v E M} of real-valued bilinear functions on disjoint pairs 
QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) - A (where K, is, as usual, the algebraic closure of K) 
such that 
(i) for each DE QDiv(X), the function (P, u) ++ (D, P),: (X(K,) - 
supp D) x M + R is a Weil function for D; 
(ii) if DE Div(X) is linearly equivalent to 0, then for any f E K(X) 
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with D = (f), there is an M-constant c such that (D, P), = 
-log jfl, (P)+c,: for all PEX(K,) and VEM; 
(iii) ( , ), is symmetric on QDiv(X) x QDiv(X) -A, for all v E M. 
Equivalently, to give a Green’s pairing ( , ) on a K-curve X is to give 
a homomorphism g: QDiv(X) -+QWeil(X) such that the induced map 
4: QDiv(X)-QWeil*(X) is a Weil form and such that the pairing 
(D, P), = g(D)(P, v) satisfies (ii) and (iii). Writing g,(D, D’) = 
(g(D))(D’, v), g corresponds to ( , ) if g&D, D’)= (D, D’),.. If c is an 
M-constant, write g + c for the Green’s pairing given by (g + c), (D, D’) = 
g,(D, D’) + c,(deg D)(deg D’); this induces the same Weil form as g. Also, 
g and g + c restrict to the same Weil form on QDiv,(X), the Q-divisors of 
degree 0. As in the local case (Theorem 2.3.6(a)), Green’s pairings extend 
the N&on pairing on QDiv,(X) x QZX,(K,) - A, since the restriction to 
that subgroup satisfies the properties which characterize the N&on pairing. 
Since the generalization of the “triple reciprocity” Lemma 2.3.1 is easily 
seen to hold, the second proof of Theorem 2.3.5 (given after the proof of 
2.3.6) carries over, and we obtain: 
2.4.1. THEOREM. Let K be a field and let A4 be a proper set of absolute 
values for K. Let i: X 4 P% be an embedding of a smooth projective curve 
over K, and let 4: QCDiv,(X) + QWeil*(X) be a Weil form. Then there 
exists a Green’s pairing on X which induces 4, and this pairing is unique up 
to adding an M-constant. 
In particular, under the hypotheses of 2.4.1, there is a projective Green’s 
pairing g which extends the Weil form that assigns to divisors their Green’s 
functions. As in 2.4.1, this is unique up to an M-constant. 
Similarly, Proposition 2.3.7 generalizes: 
2.4.2. PROPOSITION. Let K, M be as in 2.4.1, let X be a smooth projective 
K-curve, and let g be a Green’s pairing on X. Then g’ is also a Green’s 
pairing on X if and only if there is a transition function z: QZX(K,) x 
M+ R which is linear in the first variable, continuous and locally bounded 
on X(K,) x M, and satisfies the property that if (A, B)EQDIv(X) x 
QZX(K,) - A and v E M, then 
g:M B) = g,(A, B) + d,T(A, v) + d,$B, v), (*) 
where d, and d, are the degrees of A and B. 
Alternatively, we may regard r as a function QZX(K,) -+ R"'. 
Let K, M, X, g be as in 2.4.2. Then by (ii) in the definition of Green’s 
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pairings, for every non-zero rational function f E K(X)* there is an 
M-constant g(f) = ( gr( f )},, M such that 
gA(f ), Y) + g,(f )(deg Y) = -log If I c‘ ( Y) 
for all u E M and all divisors Y disjoint from the support of (f ). Note that 
f t+ g(f) is a homomorphism from K(X)* to the group of M-constants, 
and that each map f H g,(f) depends only on X, K, and u, and not on the 
set M. Also observe that if g’ is another Green’s pairing and z is the transi- 
tion function between g and g’, then g(f) = g’(f) + t(f ). In particular, if 
g and g’ differ by an M-constant, then t(f) = 0 and so g’(f) = g( f ). Thus 
g(f) actually depends only on the Weil form q5 corresponding to g, rather 
than on the specific choice of Green’s pairing g lifting 4. Note also that if 
u is a complex place, and d,u, is the Hermitian metric on X, of volume 1 
corresponding to the local Green’s pairing g, (cf. Corollary 2.3.9), then 
g,(f) = -sx, log If lo du,. 
Green’s pairings satisfy a projection formula (compare [Ar, Proposition 
5.2; Ka, Lemma 3, p. 4291): 
2.4.3. PROPOSITION. Let K, M he as in 2.4.1. Let 4: X’ + X be a non- 
constant morphism of projective curves over K. Let g be a Green’s pairing on 
X, over M. 
(i) There is a unique Green’s pairing g’ = d*(g) on X’ such that 
g:(d*D, zl) = g,m d*Z’) (1) 
and 
SW’> d*z) = g”(b*D’Y Z) (2) 
for all VE M; all DgQDiv(X) and Z’E QZX’(K,) such that b*D and Z 
have disjoint support; and all D’ E QDiv(X’) and Z E QZX(K,) such that D’ 
and I$*Z have disjoint support. 
(ii) For DEQD~v(X) and ZeQZX(K,) having disjoint support, and 
all v E M, 
g:(d*D, 4*Z) = (de 4) g,(D, Z). (3) 
Proof (i) We may write every D’ E QDiv(X’) as D’, + D;, where 
0; E QDivO(X’) and 0; = d*(D,) E #*(QDiv(X)). Similarly, we may write 
every Z’EQZX’(K,) as Z; +Z;, where Z; eQZ,X’(K,) and Z; = 
qS*(Z2)~4*(QZX(K,)). By bilinearity and the fact that Green’s pairings 
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extend the N&on pairing, any g’ satisfying (1) and (2) must be given, in 
the above notation, by 
&WY Z’) = (4 3 z, >” + gAD2,4*Z’) + g,,c4*q, Z ). (4) 
This shows uniqueness. For existence, define g’ by (4). To see that this is 
well defined, observe that any two decompositions D = D, + D2 as above 
differ by the pullback of a Q-divisor of degree 0 on X, and similarly for Z; 
now apply the functoriality of the N&on pairing and the fact that g 
extends that pairing. Property (1) now follows by setting 0; = 0 in (4). 
Setting Z; =O, Z=Z, in (4) and then applying (1) to g,(D,, d*Z) 
yields (2). 
(ii) This follows from (1) by putting Z’= #*Z. fl 
Note that the above proposition and the construction of g’ yield for- 
mulas relating the transition function r between two Green’s pairings g, y, 
on X and the transition function z’ between their pullbacks g’= b*g, 
y’ = b*y to X’. Namely, z(Z) = z’(d,Z) and r’(Z’) = (l/deg 4) r(#,Z’). 
Note also that the uniqueness of g’ = b*g in 2.4.3 implies functoriality. 
Namely, if 4: X’ + X and 0: X” -+ X then (&)* g = o*d*g. 
Next we consider base change. Let K, M be as above, let K’ be a finite 
extension of K, and let M’ be a proper set of absolute values of K’ such 
that each element of M’ extends an element of M. If X is a curve over K, 
then there is an induced K’-curve, X’ = Xx, K’. Thus we may consider 
Green’s pairings on X over K’ with respect to M’. The inclusion Kcr K’ 
induces an inclusion Div(X) 4 Div(X’) of divisor groups and an 
isomorphism ZX’( K,) 2; ZX(K,) between the groups of geometric zero 
cycles. In each case we will identify the groups with their images. We then 
have : 
2.4.4, PROPOSITION. Let K, M be as in 2.4.1, let X be a K-curve, and let 
g be a Green’s pairing on X with respect to M. 
(a) Let K’ be aJinite extension of K and M’ a proper set of absolute 
values on K’ lying over the elements of M. On the K-curve X’ = XX K K’, 
there is a unique Green’s pairing g’ such that gLS extends g, for all v’ EM’ 
with v’ ( v EM. Moreover, gb. = gb,, if VI, v” 1 v. 
(b) There is a unique symmetric bilinear map g,: QZX(K,) x 
QZX(K,) - A -+ R“' which extends g, and which satisfies 
g, AD, Z) = gl@, 4 (*) 
for every choice of K’, M’ as in (a), for all v’ E M’ with v’ 1 v E M, and for 
all (D, Z) E QDiv(X’) x QZX(K,) - A. 
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Proof (a) After shinking M, we may assume that the contraction 
map rr: M’ -+ M is surjective. Let cr be a section of rc. Choose any Green’s 
pairing y’: QDiv(X) x QZX(K,)- A -+ R”’ on X’ over M’, and let 
y: QDiv(X) x QZX(K,) - A -+ RM be the composition of y’ with the map 
o*: R”’ + R”’ induced by 0. Then y is a Green’s pairing on X with respect 
to M, and so there is a locally bounded continuous transition function 
z: QZX(K,) + RM between g and y. Define the Green’s pairing g’ on the 
K’-curve X’ over M’ by g:.,(I), Z) = y,.(I), Z) - (deg Z) r,(,,,(D) - 
(deg D) TV. Thus the transition function r’ between g’ and ‘J’ is the 
composition of r with cr*, and it is immediate that g’ extends g. 
To show uniqueness, we may assume that M consists of a single place u 
and that M’ consists of a single place u’. Suppose that g’ and y’ were both 
extensions of g. Let r’: QZX(K,) + R be the transition function between g’ 
and y’. Every (II, Z)EQDIV(X) x QZX(K,)- A also lies in the corre- 
sponding group for X’, so (deg Z) z’(D) + (deg D) r’(Z) = y’(D, Z) - 
g’(D, Z) = 0. Taking Z = P - Q, where P, Q are distinct KU-points, 
and taking D to be a divisor of positive degree, we find that r’ is constant 
on X(K,). But now taking D to be a divisor of degree 0 and Z to be 
a K,-point, we find that this constant must be 0. So y’= g’, proving 
uniqueness. 
Because of the uniqueness, g:, = g:,.. if v’, u” 1 v for some u E M. For 
otherwise, we could define a y’ by interchanging g:,, and gi,,,, thus violating 
uniqueness if these two local Green’s pairings were unequal. 
(b) Given (Y, Z) E QZX(K,) x QZX(K,) - A, let K’ be a finite exten- 
sion of K such that Y is defined over K’; i.e., YE Div(X’), viewing 
X’ =Xx, K’ as a K’-curve. Let M’ be the set of absolute values of K’ 
extending M, let g’ be the extension of g given in (a), and define 
g, ,( Y, Z) = gb( Y, Z), for any v’ 1 v. This is independent of u’ by the last 
assertion in (a) and is independent of the choice of K’ because of the 
uniqueness assertion in (a). So g, is well defined. The map g, is bilinear 
because each g’ is, and g, is symmetric because g’ is on QDiv(X’) x 
QDiv(X’) - A. Finally, (*) holds by construction, and (*) also forces 
uniqueness, since every element of QZX(K,) lies in some QDiv(X’). 1 
While a Green’s pairing can be regarded as a pairing into the group of 
M-constants, we may also add the local contributions and obtain a global 
real-valued “height pairing” in the case that there is a product formula 
(e.g., for global fields). Namely, let F be a field with a proper set M, of 
absolute values, such that 
n Ial,,= 
VEMh 
for all non-zero a E F. With F fixed, we consider finite extensions K of F. 
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Each K is thus equipped with a proper set M, of absolute values 1 IU 
extending the places in M,, and for each v E M, we take 11 1” = ) I$“), 
where d(v) is the degree of the completion K, over the corresponding 
completion of F. Thus K satisfies a product formula 
l= n l/all,= n (al:‘“’ (UE K, a#O). 
VEMK UEMK 
In this situation, we define the degree of an M-constant c to be 
degc= 1 d(v)c, 
DEMK 
Thus the degree of a principal M-constant is 0. 
Given a divisor D on a K-variety A’, a Weil function bD for D (over 
the set MK) induces a well-defined real-valued function d,(P) = 
c vsMK d(v) dD(P, 1 v on X(K,) - supp D. In particular, let F(z,, . . . z,) be a 
homogeneous polynomial, with Green’s function g,= -log 1 FI on XC Pk. 
Then the induced function dD: X(K,) - supp(F) -+ R is given by gF(P) = 
-log( )I FJI (P)), where we set 
IIFII (f’) = llFll,+, (f7 = fl llf’l. (PI = n IFI, (P)“‘“‘. 
1;s MK VEMK 
Note that gCf, = g,,/g,,, is trivial if f= F’/F” is a rational function, by the 
product formula. Thus dD depends only on the linear equivalence class 
of D. 
Observe also that gF(P) = -log (IFJI (P) is equal to the “metric height” 
h,(P) of P in the sense of Vojta [Vo, pp. 66671, where L is the line 
bundle O(div(F)). In particular, if F is the linear form z0 then L = 0( 1) and 
&,(P)=~,(,)(~, :..‘I a,)= 1 log Il(% ..‘> %Jllo, 
VEMk 
and which is equivalent to the “naive” projective height (but differs by a 
bounded amount at the infinite primes). 
Similarly, any Green’s pairing on a smooth projective K-curve X induces 
a real-valued “height pairing” ( Y, 2) H Y. Z = C,, MK d(v){ Y, A ), on 
QDiv(X) x QDiv(X) - A. Note that if f~ K(X)*, and if DE QDiv(X) has 
support disjoint from that of (f), then 
(f) .D = (deg g(f))(deg D) -log II(f WI 
= (de g(f))(deg DX 
since -log II(f (D) = -log n (If(D)l,)“(“‘= 0 by the product formula 
(using the fact that f(D) is a well-defined element of K). 
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2.4.5 THEOREM. Let X be a smooth projective curve over a field K 
satisfying a product formula and let g be a Green’s pairing on X over K 
relative to M,. Then the induced real-valued pairing on QDiv(X) x 
QDiv(X) - h has a unique extension to a bilinear real-valued pairing on all 
of QDiv(X) x QDiv(X) such that (f) . D = (deg g(f))(deg D) for all 
,f E K(X)* and D E QDiv(X). 
Proof: As observed prior to the statement of the proposition, (f) . D = 
(deg g(f ))(deg D) provided that (f) and D have disjoint support. Now for 
an arbitrary pair (D, D’) E QDiv(X) x QDiv(X), there exists a non-zero 
f E K(X) such that (D + (f ), D’) E QDiv(X) x QDiv(X) - A, and we define 
D. D’ = (D + (f )) D’. This pairing is well defined, because of the above 
observation. Moreover, it is easily seen that this pairing is bilinear, that it 
extends the original pairing, and that it satisfies the condition on pairing 
with principal divisors. 1 
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